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1: Auction Introduction USD 10 - 100

On September 30th at 4 pm PST, Tokyo-L.A. Gallery Auction Center will be holding the auction featuring Taisei Matsushitaâ€™s
private collections. Taisei Matsushita is a Japanese American who immigrated to the U.S. with his families during the WWII, since
then the Matsushita family has been conducting business associated with Asian arts and antiques. In fact, the Matsushita family has
a long history collecting Asian arts and antiques, the family elderly Matsushita treated arts and antiques as his refuge from the
uncertain future during the time. With the regrets of the Japanese had done in the WWII, the Matsushita family decided to auction off
its family collections form different generation of the Matsushitas. By the long history of our company to the Matsushita family we are
honored to hold the auction for some of the Matsushitaâ€™s collections. Nonetheless, in order to establish the Asian arts and
antiques museum in Los Angeles, the Matsushita family will be donating a significant amount of its collections to our company.
Please stay tuned.

2: North Wei Antique Carved Stone Figure Buddha USD 60,000 - 80,000

Carved in high relief, the upright figure with a slender physique and narrow shoulders standing on a two-tier lotus base, the left hand
lowered holding an attribute, dressed in a layered skirt and shawl draped over the shoulders, the serene face with downcast eyes. 40
inch H

3: Song Antique Carved Stone Figure USD 30,000 - 50,000

Carved as a seated figure on a two-tiers base with a smaller figure leaning on it, the figure carved with expression rendered
meditative with eyes cast downward, wearing long robe revealing the chest. 23.5 inch H

4: North Wei Antique Carved Stone Figure Buddha (Damaged) USD 80,000 - 120,000

Carved seated on a double base throne, wearing a long flowing robe falling in gentle folds around the arms and legs, the left hand
placed on the knee and right hand (damaged) raised to the chest the face with gentle smile and the hair piled into a high top knot. 25
inch H

5: 19th Antique Ancient Sword USD 300 - 400

One Japanese shin gunto officer's sword, slightly curved blade, with regulation mounts, leather sword knot, leather-covered wooden
scabbard; one Indonesian sword with closed basket hilt, velvet-lined and decorated in koftgari, a straight, cut-and-thrust imported
Portuguese blade with shallow grooves, discoidal pommel and curved top-spike, the forte decorated in gold with an extending
palmette. 37.45-43 inch L

6: 1930-1960 Antique European Swords USD 300 - 350

One in excavated condition, with double-edged blade slightly tapering at the rounded point of flattened diamond section (some old
restoration) and with narrow central fuller over most of its length on each side, hilt comprising cross-piece of square section, and flat
tapering tang securing a tower-shaped pommel; the other one iron hilt comprising a leafy scroll shell-guard, compressed pommel
with silver decoration. 33.85-36.9 inch L

7: Early 20th Antique Indonesian Swords USD 200 - 250

The bronze-inlaid steel hilt with leather on grip, quillons and knuckle-guard, the curved steel blade with flat edge, wood scabbard with
leather and bronze final; the curved single-edged steel blade with golden decoration on the forte and stamped, the hilt with twisted
black ropes and red ground on the wood grips and a red tassel decoration on pommel, the wood scabbard with the similar black and
red design and a leather stripe. 37.75-38.5 inch L
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8: African and Japanese Antique Swords USD 300 - 350

One large African hunting spear with long decorative tang terminating to one end with a large spearhead, decorated around the tang
with slier rings and carved wood human faces, the opposite end with a smaller spearhead; the Japanese ivory saya finished to
resemble baleen and sprinkled with finely crushed again, the kaeri-zuno silver and the kurikata lacquered fun dame. 37.25-53.6 inch
L

9: 19th Antique Indonesian Sword with Scabbard USD 200 - 400

An Indonesian keris blade with carved bronze scabbard on one side with two peacocks spreading their tails among floral scrolls, the
scabbard surmounted by a wide wood bar, the sword surmounted by a polished carved wood handle. Length with scabbard 19.08
inch L

10: 1920-1940 Antique Ancient Swords USD 200 - 300

One Japanese sword with straight blade, leather sword knot, leather-covered bronze scabbard; one Chinese sword with straight
blade, bronze sword knot and bronze scabbard cast with dragons among ruyi clouds, inlaid with various gemstones around the
surface. 37-39.1 inch L

11: Minguo Antique Book Series USD 800 - 900

Comprising of two books for Jin Gu Qi Guan, collecting wonder stories from ancient periods and current stories of that period. 5.23
inch W, 8 inch L, 0.84 inch H

12: Minguo Antique Book Series USD 800 - 900

Comprising of eight individual books of compilation of ancient Chinese poems and stories. 7 inch L, 5 inch W, 2.64 inch H

13: Late Qing Antique Embroidered Silk Chinese Costume USD 600 - 800

The red silk short jacket decorated with flying phoenix among-st small scattered clouds, floral scrolls and ruyi scrolls, the hem with
further turbulent waves. 38 inch L

14: Minguo Antique Book Series USD 800 - 900

Of three books in the series, recording the stories of Tang Huang Censor, with collector's seal on the surface. 8 inch L, 5.29 inch W,
1.35 inch H

15: Japanese Antique Collection of Ancient Paintings USD 800 - 900

Collections of ancient Japanese antiques including paintings, pots, poems and their descriptions. 8.75 inch W, 12.25 inch L, 2.13
inch H
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16: Late Qing Embroidered Silk Chinese Costume USD 600 - 800

The rich red satin ground meticulously worked on the front and back with eight five-clawed dragons intricately and expertly
embroidered with tens of thousands of minute seed pearls, the dragons depicted in pursuit of embroidered flaming pearls. 47 inch L

17: Japanese Antique Collection of Ancient Paintings USD 800 - 900

Collections of ancient Japanese antiques including paintings, pots, poems and their descriptions. 8.75 inch W, 12.25 inch L, 2.13
inch H

18: Japanese Antique Collection Book of Seal Marks USD 1,200 - 1,800

Collection of imperial seals from the Meiji period, collected by Yasukuni Shrine of Japanese. 6.35 inch L, 4.37 inch W

19: Late Qing Antique Embroidered Silk Chinese Costume USD 600 - 800

The rich yellow satin ground embroidered with black and gold brocade, with five-clawed dragons within eight medallions around the
body, each edged with ruyi clouds scrolls at the hem. 47 inch L

20: Minguo Book From Zeng Wen Zheng USD 600 - 800

A Series of books from Zeng Wen Zheng family, published by Shanghai Guangyi Bookstore. 7.9 inch L, 5.5 inch W

21: Minguo Antique Set Qingyun Series Books USD 600 - 800

A series of four books from Qing yun Collections, consisting of poems and stories. 8.4 inch L, 5 inch W

22: Antique Full Set Zhang Da Qian Painting Copy Version USD 2,000 - 3,000

Signed Zhang Daqian, with three seals of the artist, various themes, ink on paper. 30.25 inch L, 13.5 inch W

23: 18-19th Antique Group Paintings USD 1,000 - 2,000

Each painted in the orange-red ground with little children playing musical instruments, flying kites, playing lanterns, and celebrating
spring festival, all against garden landscape. 18.25 inch W, 67.5 inch L
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24: 18th Antique Red Wood Screen USD 1,500 - 1,800

The four-panel screen decorated one side with four different figural scenes, all set in a carved hardwood frame carved with bats in
flight above and further archaistic scrolls revealing a lotus flower in the center below. 32 inch H

25: Ming Antique Group Celadon Jade Garment Hooks USD 2,000 - 2,200

The first with an open-jawed dragon head as the hook, facing a sinuous chi long dragon in delicate raised relief across the swelling
handle; the second one with a horse head as the hook facing the curving strap handle; the other two with a dragon head hook facing
a curving strap handle engraved with a panel of C-scrolls, all of celadon color with black flecks and russet inclusions. 2.94-3.91 inch
L

26: 19th Antique Group Jade Thumb Rings USD 800 - 900

The first one of pale celadon jade carved with archaistic arrow-scrolls; the second of a mottled celadon and brown jade with relief
carved bats; the third of taller celadon and brown jade with relief carved bats and archaistic characters. 1.34-1.36 inch Diameters;
1.03-1.28 inch H

27: 17-18th Antique Pair of Burnt Jade Pendants USD 800 - 1,000

One of rectangular concave plaque worked with a beaded border framing a reticulated scene of a goose with an elongated curling
neck entwined with long reeds, surrounded by lotus pads as well as a lotus bud and bloom, the stone of chicken bone color; the
other one lingzhi fungus shape, reticulated with a pair of bats in flight embracing a shou character in the center. 2.50-2.74 inch L,
1.76-1.95 inch W

28: 18th Antique Pair White Jade Pendants USD 1,200 - 1,400

The rectangular plaque with concave beaded edge finely carved and pierced with a goose in flight among two leafy peachy
branches, the stone of an even white tone; the ruyi plaque with loose reticulated inner plaque carved with auspicious items, including
peach, Buddha's finger citron, and lotus. 2.11-2.70 inch L, 1.42-1.68 inch W

29: 19th Antique Group Thumb Rings USD 600 - 700

The first of cylindrical celadon jade with a flat side of mottled brown tone, the curved sides with little opaque white inclusions; the
second one of short cylindrical light caramel jade with a flat side of mottled russet brown tone, the curved sides with opaque white
inclusions; the third one of cylindrical Lazurite stone with a slightly waisted sides. 0.79-1.09 inch H; 1.25-1.40 inch Diameters

30: 18th Pair White Jade Pendants USD 4,000 - 6,000

The first one of circular form with three bats and one ruyi scroll forming the edge, enclosing a loose cat carving in the center,
suspended by coral beads, 2.10 inch Diameters; the second one of a boy above turbulent sea forming the circular edge, the plaques
of even white colors. 2.19 inch Diameters

31: Ming Antique Group Jade Pendants USD 800 - 900

The first one of circular form with concave beaded edge, centered by a goose craning its neck upwards against an openwork ground
of scrolled prunus vines and blossoms, the stone of a celadon color; the second one of oval form with concave beaded edge, framing
a pair of geese flanking a lingzhi spray; the last one of circular form reticulating six prunus flowers radiating from the center branch,
the stone of an even white color. 2.01-2.31 inch Diameters; 3.09 inch L
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32: 18-19th Group Celadon Jade Garment Hooks USD 1,000 - 1,200

The first one carved with a dragon head terminal facing an undercut chi long on the arched stem, a flat circular button on the
underside, the stone of an even celadon color; the second one finely carved with the body elegantly curving and tapering towards the
hook formed as a dragon's head, the underside with an oval knob for attachment, the stone of an even white color; the third one
finely carved with a dragon's head forming the hook, the stone of an even white color with little russet inclusion; the last one carved
with the head of a ram forming the hook, the stone of a celdadon color with a tiny portion of black dots. 3.03-3.68 inch L

33: 18-19th Antique Group Celadon Jade Garment Hooks USD 1,000 - 1,200

The first one with a curved body and a hook rendered as a dragon head, the underside with an oval knob for attachment, the stone
of a pale celadon color; the second one carved with a bear forming the body while one of the paw forming the terminal, the stone of
an even pale celadon color with small black flecks; the third one carved with a deer head terminal forming the hook, the underside
with a small circular button, the stone of an even white color with small russet and opaque patches; the last one carved with a square
hook with a cicada body, the stone of a warm variegated brown and greenish-yellow color. 2.36-4.21 inch L

34: 19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Pendant USD 800 - 1,200

Carved in the form of a jade bianqing ('tuned chime'), reticulated with a pair of confronting fish embracing a lotus spray, suspending
three extra plaques carved in the shape of a gourd, a pair of melons, and an archaistic pendant, each tied with agate bead, leading
to a carved nut tassel. 4.55 inch L

35: 19th Antique Celadon Jade Buddha Pendant USD 2,200 - 2,500

Surmounted by a reticulated chi long dragon, the circular plaque carved in openwork in the center with a seated Buddha on top of a
lotus base, the edge carved with archaistic scrolls, suspended by jadeite and tourmaline beaded tassel. 3.05 inch L

36: 18-19th  Antique  Strand of Carved Nut Prayer Beads USD 1,000 - 1,200

Comprising of fifty-two carved nut beads, each carved in openwork with continuous figures, equally spaced by two large jade-like
glasses leading to a double gourd hard stone bead and a jade mythical beast head tassel, further enhanced by six extra coral
beaded strings with three leading to a jade pendant, two with jadeite pendant, and one with agate pendant. 19 inch L

37: 18-19th Antique Set Tibetan Style Agate Prayer Beads USD 6,000 - 8,000

A Tibetan style agate prayer beads, of various shapes and colors of agate, spaced by one Cong-liked celadon jade bead, further
enhanced by three bronze strings each terminating with a Buddhist instrument. 15 inch L

38: 18-19th Antique Set Carved Seed Prayer Beads USD 600 - 800

Comprising of 108 small carved seed prayer beads each carved seed bead carved with continuous Buddhist characters, spaced
equally by two agarwood beads leading to a double gourd hard stone and crystal pendant, intersected by a carved crystal animal,
further enhanced by eight extra coral beaded strings each leading to pendants of jade, agate and bronze instrument. 18.75 inch L

39: 18-19th Antique Pair Black Seed Prayer Beads USD 800 - 900

Each comprising twenty-eight black seed beads, each of rounded cylindrical shape, the larger one spaced by two oval agate beads
and further enhanced by six extra agate strings each leading to a interlocking jade rings, interrupted by stringed tiny pearls; the
smaller one spaced by four agate beads with two agate tassels leading to jade rings. 5.36-10.5 inch L
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40: 18-19th Antique Set Malachite and Jade Prayer Beads USD 800 - 1,000

Comprising thirty-six malachite circular beads contours of varying tones of green, equally spaced by four jadeite hard stone beads,
further enhanced by eight coral beaded tassels each leading to a jade pendant interrupted by stringed tiny pearls. 13.1 inch L

41: Minguo Period Antique Gilt-Bronze-Mounted Famille Rose USD 600 - 800

Of baluster form rising from a concave tall base to a large flared rim, decorated on the exterior with pink magnolia flowers, inlaid with
rose flower sprays flanked along the tall neck forming the handles, two smaller sprays near the base, all on a lemon yellow ground.
13.45 inch H

42: Minguo Period Gilt-Bronze-Mounted Famille Rose Vase USD 600 - 800

Of baluster form decorated with roses and pumpkins, pears, grapes on plates all on an apple green ground, the collar with piasters
and the handles cast with large curled leaf forming the C-shape handles extending from the shoulder to the rim. 17.6 inch H

43: Ming Antique Blue and White Cylindrical Figures Beaker USD 2,200 - 2,400

Of archaistic GU form, the top section vibrantly painted with a landscape scene depicting a group of figures having a conversation
among the willow tree by the river, the mid-section with a continuous lingzhi spray, the lower register with plantain leaves, inscribed
on the base with a six-character Chongzhen mark. 14.75 inch H

44: 18th Antique Celadon Glazed Vase USD 35,000 - 40,000

The baluster body rising to a waisted neck with a slightly everted rim, molded around the upper body with a ribbon-tied brocade
sash, along the body with raised lines, applied overall with a pale bluish-belladonna glaze, with a Qianlong mark on the base. 9.7
inch H

45: Qing Antique Light Blue Glazed Vase USD 60,000 - 80,000

With high shoulders tapering to the base, with a short waisted neck and lipped rim, flanked by a pair of ruyi scrolls at the shoulder,
covered overall in a lustrous glaze thinning at the rim to reveal the white body, carved with a six-character Qianlong mark. 9.05 inch
H

46: 19th Antique Hero Figure Famille Rose Hat Stands USD 1,200 - 5,000

Each of cylindrical section with six evenly spaced quadrilobed piercings, painted with a group of historical figures with introductory
story next to each figure, inscribed with a six-character Taokuang mark on the base. 11.12 inch H

47: 18th Antique Pair Copper-Red Porcelain Vases USD 2,800 - 3,500

Each of the slender baluster body rising from a separable spreading foot to a slender neck and flared rim, covered in a deep
copper-red glaze draining to white at the rim, inscribed with a six-character Kangxi mark. 7.25 inch H
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48: Ming Antique Blue&White Cylindrical Kylin Beaker Vase USD 3,000 - 4,000

Modeled after the archaic GU form, the flaring neck painted with a scene of a phoenix and a Kylin playing against the flowers and
mountain, the barrel-shaped center with floral sprays, the lower section with plantain leaves, inscribed on the base with a
six-character Chongzhen mark. 14.85 inch H

49: 19th Antique Copper Red Glazed Vase USD 400 - 500

Potted with a conical body surmounted by a slender neck, applied overall save for the base with a warm copper-red glaze with icy
crackles, the rim and interior white, the foot rim unglazed, the countersunk base white. 10.1 inch H

50: 18th Antique Yongzheng Period Export Porcelain Dish USD 1,200 - 5,000

The circular dish with lobed rim, radiating from the central lotus floral core to the rim with three tiers of circles, the first circle painted
with flowers and birds scenes, the second circles painted with flowers, birds, bats and other auspicious items, the outter circle
painted with dense auspicious items. 13.74 inch Diameters

51: 18-19th Antique Pearl and Agate Prayer Beads USD 1,000 - 1,200

Comprised of forty-two pearl spherical beads, spaced by four beads of jadeite, leading to a double gourd hard stone bead and a
bronze Buddhist instrument flanked by two agate beads, enhanced by two coral beaded tassels with white jade pendants and two
carved agate tassels. 9 inch L

52: 18-19th Antique String of Amethyst Prayer Beads USD 500 - 550

Comprising thirty-six amethyst oval beads of translucent purple hue, equally spaced by four agate hard stone beads leading to a
double gourd hard stone agate bead tassel, further enhanced by two smaller agate beaded tassels one leading to a mother of pearl
carving, the other with a bronze Buddhist instrument. 7 inch L

53: 18-19th Antique String Agarwood Prayer Beads USD 1,200 - 1,800

Comprising eighteen scented agar wood beads, each pierced and held together by a string, interrupted by two green glass-like hard
stone, enhanced by three suspended coral tassels each leading to a jade carving, one with a recumbent cat, one with a leaf shape
white jade supporting a cicada, the last one with a jade seal with a carved cat final terminating to a tourmaline bead. 5.25 inch L

54: 18-19th Antique Set Carved Nut Prayer Beads USD 800 - 900

Comprising ten carved nut prayer beads, each prayer bead carved to both sides in openwork with a scene of scholars seated under
a pine tree, the nuts equally spaced by two agate beads, each bead flanked by small pieces of bi disc shape wood slice, the joining
rose colored beads leading to a beaded coral tassel. 4.46 inch L

55: 18-19th Antique Strand Jadeite Prayer Bead USD 1,800 - 2,200

Composed of eighteen circular jadeite beads of well-matched color, alternating with four circular spacers of carved wood with one
join to a central jadeite bead and turned conical terminal with a tasseled pendant that includes a bronze rajah and carved agate
beads, enhanced by three extra coral beaded strings terminating to a white jade oval carving. 9 inch L
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56: 18-19th Antique Rare Ancient Prayer Beads USD 5,000 - 6,000

Comprising of eighteen ancient beads of various kinds and shapes, including agate, coral, carved nut, beeswax, jadeite,
dragonfly-eye, and mother of pearl beads, leading to a double gourd jade stone and a pair of tourmaline teardrop pendants
intersected by an aquamarine bead and a bronze pendant. 4.80 inch L

57: 18th Antique Gilt Medicine Buddha USD 120,000 - 150,000

Crisply cast seated in dhyanasana on a double-lotus base with the right hand extended holding an aruna fruit, the left holding a jar of
medicine nectar, wearing a sanghati draped across his left shoulder falling in neat folds on the base, his benign face and long
pendulous ears beneath a domed usnisha. 8.4 inch H

58: Late 19th Antique Gilt-Bronze Figure Sakyamuni Buddha USD 800 - 900

Cast in the seated dhyanasana pose, with the hands in dhyanamudra, wearing long robes falling neatly on the shoulder, the serene
face topped with a typical ushnisha covered in snail coil ringlets, all raised on a lotus throne. 10.7 inch H

59: 19th Antique Gilt-Bronze Figure of Milarepa USD 4,500 - 5,500

Seated in lalitasana on an antelope skin, his ears distended with heavy earrings and his torso draped in princely jewelry, his right
hand raised to the chest cradling a kapala, his left hand reach out to the sky wearing a smiling expression on his face. 8.75 inch H

60: 19th Antique Large Rock Crystal Peach Snuff Bottle USD 1,800 - 2,000

The large peach- form bottle of rock crystal carved in raised relief with a leafy twig across the rounded shoulder issuing peach
flowers, with two bats with outstretching wings on each side, fitted with a red coral stopper. 3.99 inch H

61: 18th Antique Tourmaline Stone Snuff Bottle USD 3,000 - 3,500

Of a cylindrical form naturalistically carved around the body with a continuous scene of pine trees against rocky mountain, the purple
stone with natural icy inclusions, fitted with a toad form stopper. 2.90 inch H

62: 19th Antique Tea Crystal Snuff Bottle USD 600 - 800

The tea crystal stone intricately cast in hexagonal section rising from a waisted flared foot to a short neck decorated by three ram
heads, the body carved with overlapping plantain leaves, fitted with a blue gemstone stopper. 3.28 inch H

63: 18th Antique Amber Snuff Bottle USD 3,000 - 3,500

A thin, tapering bottle of ruby-red glass with transparent hue, on a short foot rim with recessed foot, the small flaring neck with a
narrow mouth, flanked by a pair of lion mask handles with loop rings, fitted with a same color stopper. 2.59 inch H
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64: 19th Antique Moss Agate Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 900

Well hollowed and standing on a protruding oval foot ring, the flattened rectangular stone of gray and green hues with warm light
brown patches, without a stopper. 2.18 inch H

65: 18th Antique Amber Root Snuff Bottle USD 3,500 - 4,500

Comprising a flat ovoid form tapering slightly at the foot, with sloping shoulders, flat lip, supported by an oval foot rim, flanked by a
pair of lion face handle with loop rings, the stone of coffee brown color with darker strains. 2.54 inch H

66: 19th Antique Agate Snuff Bottle Inlaid with Shells USD 800 - 900

Of flattened rectangular form rising from an oval rim, inlaid with colored shells and stones depicting a scene of an eagle flying above
a mountain, reversed with bats hovering above lingzhi trees, carved with Qianlong mark on the base. 2.16 inch H

67: 18th Antique Pair of Pale Celadon Jade Pendant USD 8,000 - 9,000

One carved to one side with two gourds growing from a gnarled branch issuing leaves and curled tendrils, the reverse inscribed with
characters fu and shou, 2.21 inch H; the second one of rectangular form, carved in low relief to one side with two peaches issued
from a leafy branch with a bat flying above, the reverse with characters fu and shou. 2.18 inch H

68: 17-19th Antique Group of Three Jade Seals USD 2,200 - 2,500

The first one carved as a mythical beast crouching on top of the seal forming the final, the stone of grayish white color with little black
inclusions, 1.86 inch W, 1.37 inch H; the second one carved as a recumbent mythical beast with the head turned to the side, the seal
stone of Grey and black color, 1.26 inch W, 2.05 inch H; the last one carved as a mythical dog in recumbent form with its mouth
open, the color of grayish brown with white and russet inclusions, 1.63 inch L, 1.91 inch H

69: 18-19th Antique Pair of Jade Seals USD 1,800 - 2,200

The first one carved as a shi-shi crouching on top of a tall rectangular seal base forming the final, detailed with globular bulging eyes
and sharp teeth, the stone of grayish white with black flecks; the second one carved as a shi-shi in recumbent with front paw
pressing a ball, the seal base carved with archaistic scrolls around the edge. 2.34-2.63 inch H

70: 19th Antique Group Jade Pendants USD 800 - 900

The first one of circular form with lobed edges, radiating from the central medallion framing a pair of butterflies confronting each
other; the second one of circular form carved with reticulated scene of a pair of phoenix grasping lotus spray, surmounted by a
cloisonne apertune; the third one of irregular circular form, reticulated in the design of twisted ropes enclosing separately carved
interior medallions, the stone of celadon color. 2.06-2.58 inch Diameters

71: 18-19th Antique Pair of White Jade Pendants USD 1,200 - 1,500

The first one carved as a chi long dragon winding its body around a circular frames beneath a scrolling top border and enclosing
separately carved interior medallions, 2.11 inch H; the second one of rectangular form carved as a pair of chi long dragons
embracing a gourd shape center, reticulated with ancient characters. 2.18 inch H
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72: Ming Antique Group of Burnt Jade Plaques USD 1,500 - 1,800

Comprising of three rectangular jade plaques, one carved in open work with a large writhing dragon with lingzhi spray, the plaque
with concave beaded edge; one carved in high relief design with a deer and bird subject surrounded by prunus tree and flowers, with
small gilt portion; one carved in high relief design with a writhing dragon among ruyi clouds above a crashing wave. 2.6-3.0 inch L,
1.8-2.25 inch W

73: 17-19th Antique Group Jade Carvings USD 1,200 - 1,400

Seven pieces of jade carvings, the first one of circular form with floral edge and a pair of butterflies in the center; the second one of bi
form carved on the surface of ruyi scrolls; the third one carved as a large butterfly reticulated lotus scrolls and archaistic scrolls; the
fourth and fifth one carved as a pair of flower basket suspended on a loose ring; the sixth one of rectangular form with rounded
corners, reticulated with lotus pod with curled leaves and root; the last one carved as a boy carrying a lotus pod around his shoulder.
2.05 - 2.10 inch Diameters; 2.30 inch L, 1.58 inch W; 1.13- 2.19 inch H

74: 18-19th Antique String Agarwood Prayer Beads USD 2,200 - 2,500

Comprising of eighteen circular agarwood beads, equally spaced by two mother of pearl beads and further enhanced by two coral
beaded strings one leading to a interlocking jade rings, one leading to a carved agate bead, fit with a bronze box cast around the
exterior with bird and ruyi clouds, inlaid with a jade cover carved with the Eight Buddhist Emblems. 5.08 inch L

75: 19th Antique Agar wood Pendant USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of naturalistic form, the wood inlaid with small pearls forming a shou character in the middle, coral forming a lotus pod, a jadeite
forming the leave, suspended by a jade plaque intersected by a carved nut bead and an ancient jade bead. 8.25 inch L

76: 19th Antique Carved Nut and Amber Necklace USD 2,200 - 2,500

Consisting of 30 graduated oval beads of amber and carved nuts each carved in the form of figural scene, the large amber beads
divided by smaller nut beads, all spaced evenly by tinny pearl strings, a large white jade pendant in the form of a Buddhist cushion
suspending by a small amber bead, the amber of a rich honey orange color. 17.25 inch L

77: Antique Group of Antique Amber USD 1,200 - 1,800

Comprising of five pieces of antique amber, the first one of an irregular shape carved with six figural heads around the surface; the
second one of yellow brown pendant; the third one of a sliver ring inlaid with a light yellow translucent amber bead; the fourth one
comprising of an amber bracket, the fifth one of an amber seal surmounted with a shi-shi lion in recumbent. 1.65-2.35 inch H; 1.27
inch L, 0.82 inch W; 2.90 inch Diameters

78: Group of 16 Antique Rings USD 800 - 900

Comprising of 14 silver rings, six of them cast with square panel carved with figures, six of them inlaid with gemstones of various
kinds, one carved as a sinuous dragon form, one with spiral lines, two other rings of jadeite stones. Weight: 150g

79: Antique Group of 12 Antique Rings USD 1,000 - 1,200

Comprising twelve antique rings, a pair of jade rings; one bronze ring with inlaid jade stone; one silver ring with coral and turquoise
stones; one with amethyst stone, one with jadeite stone; one with turquoise; one with carved red paints; one carved two toads
holding a screen; one of 14k gold ring; one of silver bronze ring; one of gilt bronze with gemstone. 0.75- 1.34 inch Diameters
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80: Early 20th Antique Group Shoushan Stone Seals USD 1,200 - 1,400

Three pieces of soapstone seals, each of straight cuboid section, the shorter one of warm yellowish color with ox-blood red
inclusions, 2.05 inch H; the other tall ones of warm celadon color with apple-green inclusions at the top. 3.12 inch H

81: Late 19, Early 20th Antique Group Famille Rose Plaques USD 2,200 - 2,500

Each of rectangular form, brightly painted with figures subject set in a landscape with pine trees and jagged rock work, accompanied
by an inscription and signed poet, with two seals of the artist. 16.9 inch x 11 inch; 17 inch x 10.7 inch; 21.55 inch x 12.68 inch

82: 19th Antique Group Yixingzisha Snuff Bottles USD 600 - 800

Three pieces, all carved to both sides with a landscape scene and a pavilion, the first one of pear form with a hexagonal foot ring,
fitted with a porcelain stopper; the other two of rounded spade form standing on a flat base, fitted with a gemstone stopper. 2.22 -
2.44 inch H

83: Antique Group of Snuff Bottles USD 800 - 900

The first inside painting snuff bottle of rectangular form, painted with sages and attendants, fitted with an agate stopper; the second
one of double gourd form mounted with bronze decoration at the top forming the gnarled branch stopper; the last one of white jade
stone, carved in the form of a pepper with bats and lingzhi sprays on top, fitted with a coral stopper. 2.39 inch H, 2.53 inch H, 2.78
inch H

84: 18-19th Antique Group Overlay Glass Snuff Bottles USD 900 - 1,200

Of three pieces of overlay glass snuff bottles, all molded in the form of various vegetables, one of eggplant form with green stem and
small yellow flower at the bottom; one of wintermelon form with green branches and stem issuing yellow flower; one of loofah form
with curled body and yellow flower. 2.79-3.34 inch H

85: 19th Antique Pair of Silver Bottles USD 600 - 800

One of flattened globular form with short waisted neck supported on an oval foot, the exterior decorated in a relief with large lotus
blossoms borne on a dense ground of scrolling foliage, reversed with a pair of goldfish, fitted with a stopper; the other one of double
gourd-form carved with bats in flight on the lower bulb and ancient coin patterns on the upper bulb, without a stopper. 2.23 - 2.45
inch H

86: 18th Antique White Jade-Like Glass Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 900

The milky color bottle molded in ovoid form as an elephant standing with its head turn to the side, the trunk swiped to the opposite
side, decorated with a stylized cotton cover over its back falling naturally to both sides, fitted with a blue stopper carved with a bat on
top. 2.41 inch H

87: Five Dynasty Antique Changsha Celadon Glazed Chicken USD 1,800 - 2,200

The ovoid body rising from a short tapering foot to a narrow trumpet neck with a cup-shaped mouth, set to one side with a C-shaped
dragon head handle tied at the rim, and to the other with a short spout formed by a chicken head, spaced by two rectangular loops,
covered overall in a celadon glaze suffused with a fine crackle. 10.5 inch H
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88: 17th Antique Large Blue and White Jar and Cover USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of baluster form, the exterior decorated with continues heavenly scene variously enclosing figures at leisure, scholars and
attendants, divided by a band of mountainous landscape, all reserved on meandering floral scrolls, the rim and foot with floral bands,
surmounted by a domed cover painted with a ground of floral sprays. 16.25 inch H

89: 19th Antique Pair Large Famille Rose Hexagonal Vase USD 2,200 - 2,500

Each of hexagonal section with six panels painted in bright enamels with a garden landscape of figures playing chess, drawing,
boiling tea, playing musical instrument, the neck painted with scholars in each panel, the base painted with floral scrolls. 23.2 inch H

90: 19th Antique Blue and White Rouleau Vase USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of cylindrical form set with a short neck with a galleried rim, the body well-painted in varying tones of sapphire blue with five sinuous
dragons writhing above crashing waves chasing flaming pearls among ruyi clouds, the base inscribed with six-character Qianlong
mark. 19.5 inch H

91: Ming Antique Blue and White  Rouleau Vase USD 2,200 - 2,500

Painted in vivid tones of underglaze-blue with a continuous scene of the Eight Daoist Immortals, along a rivers cape in the
mountains, beneath borders of ruby-heads and fretwork at the rim and shoulder, the base with a six-character Chongzhen mark.
15.35 inch H

92: Ming Antique Kraak Blue and White Kendi USD 800 - 1,200

The compressed globular body rising from a short foot to a tall flaring neck with garlic mouth, set to the shoulder with a mamiform
spout, brightly painted around the exterior in rich shades of cobalt-blue with panels of flowers and horses. 8.4 inch H

93: 19th Copy 18th Antique Celadon White Glazed Handled USD 800 - 1,200

Of baluster form rising from a short splayed foot to a waisted neck, the shoulder flanked by a pair of handles with deerâ€™s head
glazed with a network of dark brown crackles, applied overall with an even pale greenish-white glaze with small brown veins,
inscribed with Yongzheng mark. 9.6 inch H

94: 19th Antique Pair White Ground Famille Rose Hat Stands USD 800 - 1,200

Of cylindrical section with six evenly spaced quadrilobed piercings, painted with a continuous scene of garden landscape with figures
revealing the meaning of receiving an official promotion, the base inscribed with a six character Tongzhi mark. 11.6 inch H

95: 19th Antique Pair Qianjiangcai Enameled Hat Stands USD 800 - 1,200

Each of tall hexagonal section with six evenly spaced quadrilobed piercings, adorned with a scene of an old sage with a gourd
vessel, sitting next to a vase of prunus flowers with calligraphic inscriptions above. 11.09 inch H
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96: 18th Antique Qianlong Blue and White Vase (Damaged) USD 3,000 - 3,500

Potted bulbous form set on a slightly splayed foot, with a slender neck, in the central part of the neck molded with a globular section
deftly painted with floral scrolls, the main body painted with shishi playing brocade balls among flaming clouds, inscribed with a
six-character Qianlong mark. 11.1 inch H

97: Ming Antique Longquan Celadon Vase (Damaged) USD 600 - 800

Of pear form supported on a slightly splayed foot, molded around the body with a wide band of scrolling peonies above a border of
upright chrysanthemum petal, all below further ridges and a lipped trumpet-shaped mouth; applied overall with a pale sea-green
glaze suffused with a fine network of crackles, damaged at the rim. 15.6 inch H

98: Yuan Antique Purple-Splashed Junyao Dish USD 600 - 800

Finely potted with shallow sides rising from a carefully cut footring to an everted rim, applied overall save for the footring with a pale
bluish-lavender glaze suffused with golden crackles, draining to a mushroom tone around the extremities, the interior decorated with
a single purple splash from the rim. 6.4 inch Diameters

99: Yuan/ Ming Antique Junyao Purple-Splashed Brush Washer USD 600 - 800

With shallow rounded sides rising to an everted rim, all covered in a thick pale blue glaze with light brown crackles with a large violet
splash to the interior, the glaze thinning to a pale mushroom color at the rim and the well edge, stopping just above the foot to reveal
the buff wear. 6.75 inch Diameters

100: 19th Antique Boxwood Lingzhi Ruyi USD 500 - 600

Naturalistically carved in the form of a lingzhi sprig, with a large ruyi head terminal at the end with two small lingzhi caps borne on top
of the stem, the wood of orange-reddish brown with a mellow patina. 12.35 inch L

101: 19th Antique English Style Silver Bag USD 500 - 600

The shaped mount with silver ornament on a filigree ground set with floral net, opens with a silver circular ring with small loose rings
holding the bag, the mesh bag set with similar tassels. 3.82 inch Diameters, 8.75 inch H, Weight: 200g

102: 19th Antique Boxwood Ruyi USD 1,200 - 1,500

The tapering handle carved with archaistic marks and scrolling clouds, all above a key fret border at the end of the handle, inlaid with
an amethyst stone, the Ruyi-shaped terminal centered by a large archaistic taotie mark, further enclosed by a continuous formal
lotus scroll, surmounted by a bronze floral decoration inlaid with the blue feather of kingfisher, the wood of reddish-orange tone with
a smooth patina. 12.86 inch L

103: 19th Antique Group Buddha's Hand Citrons Figures USD 800 - 900

The purple crystal one carved as a tapering 'Buddha's Hand' fruit, with leafy tendrils at the base, with a coral tassel suspending a
yellow tourmaline bead; the second carved and pierced as one large and one small finger citron, also with tendrils and leaves to the
base, the stone of an very pale yellowish green hue; the last one of warm white jade with light yellow inclusions naturalistically
rendered issuing from a gnarled leafy branch, the body formed with rounded undulating 'fingers' evoking the Buddha's hand.
1.78-2.33 inch H
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104: 19th Antique Silk Embroidery of Auspicious Items USD 300 - 400

The navy blue silk ground embroidered with a variety of auspicious items, flowers and marine life, including conch shells and floating
seaweed, poeny blossoms, ribbon fan, drum clappers, double gourd, the edge embroidered with floral patterns, further framed by a
golden-bronze color wood frame. 17.9 inch L, 13.75 inch W

105: 18-19th Antique Silk Embroidery of Bird USD 400 - 500

Of the pair of navy blue toned satin scrolls ground embroidered with silk threads of golden honey color and white color satin to form a
scene depicting a bird amidst a scene of lush vegetation and jagged rock work, all boarded between archaistic scrolls, further framed
by a gilt-bronze color wood frame. 11.2 inch W, 12.2 inch L

106: 19th Antique Pair Rock Crystal Washer USD 600 - 800

The first one supported by a naturalistically curled leaf, the thick-walled body of the concave vessel surmounted by a square handle,
the stone of transparent color with little tea inclusion; the second one of asymmetrical shallow bowl forming the outline of a peach,
the handle formed from a gnarled tree branch set with three peach blossoms, all beneath a transparent hue with faint crackles, the
underside modeled with a shallow groove characteristic of peaches. 4.87-5.13 inch L

107: Early 20th Jade Kuanyin USD 2,000 - 2,200

Finely carved seated in 'Royal Ease', wearing a long flowing robe open at the chest and holding a ruyi scepter in her left hand, the
stone of very pale warm yellow tone with light russet inclusions. 6.25 inch H

108: 18th-19th Antique Gilt-Bronze Figure Sakyamuni Buddha USD 5,500 - 6,000

The figure seated in dhyanasana on an overlapping lotus petal base, with both hands in dhyana mudra, the hair tightly knotted, the
ears with pendulous lobes, the face downcast with serene expression, wearing long flowing robes, leaving the chest and one arm
bare, revealing a necklace. 11.8 inch H

109: 18th-19th Antique Large Gilt-Bronze Figure Sakyamuni USD 12,000 - 18,000

The figure seated in dhyanasana with both hands in dhyana mudra, the hair in pointed knots, the ears with pendulous lobes flanking
the face with eyes downcast set in a contemplative expression of renunciation, wearing long flowing robes leaving the chest bare.
16.45 inch H

110: 18th-19th Antique Gilt-Bronze Figure Medicine Buddha USD 4,500 - 6,500

Cast seated in dhyanasana on a double lotus base, the left hand in dhyanamudra, and the right hand bent with palm down before the
right knee in bhumisparsamudra, his torso draped in a loose robe, falling across one arm and around the shoulders while leaving the
chest bare. 12.5 inch H

111: 18th Antique Gilt-Bronze Figure Yamantaka USD 5,500 - 7,500

Cast standing in alidhasana on prostrate bodies and animals over an oval lotus base, the principal arms embracing his consort and
grasping a curved knife and skull cap, with the secondary arms radiating behind him holding various attributes, the three faces
surmounted by a skull crown before flaming hair. 9.75 inch H
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112: 18th Antique Gilt-Bronze Pagoda USD 2,200 - 2,800

Finely cast in the pyramid form with two tiers of square base, carved with lotus flowers and Buddhist symbols on the sides,
supporting a circular room with a small Buddhist gate, surmounted by a tall Buddhist final spire. 6.99 inch H

113: 20th Antique Yixing Zisha Pottery Lotus TeaPot USD 200 - 300

Of compressed globular form beneath a fitted cover molded as a branch knot, the base in the form of a large lotus pod with brown
seeds, the sides suspending a lotus stem handle and opposing lotus-root spout, the stone of grayish green blue hue. 3.45 inch H, 7
inch L

114: Early 20th Antique Yixing Stoneware Teapot USD 300 - 400

Of globular octagonal form, rising from a recessed floral base impressed with a four-character zhuanshu seal mark, the sides flanked
by a ram head spout and a similar C-shaped handle, the conical cover surmounted with a spherical knob, decorated around the
exterior with ram carvings and string of coins around the shoulder, the stoneware of an even coffee brown color. 4.31 inch H, 7.3
inch L

115: Antique Carved Yixing Zisha Tea Pot USD 300 - 400

The almost cylindrical irregular pot with a naturalistically molded handle, with applied tree trunk and carved stump to the exterior, the
lid similarly decorated, the base stamped with the artist 'Shi Da Bin' mark. 5.55 inch H

116: 20th Antique Yixing Zisha Pottery Square Teapot USD 300 - 400

The body raised upon a carved seal mark base and suspending a curving spout of square section and a C-shaped handle bracketing
a fitted square lid surmounted by a knot finial, carved around the exterior with archaistic marks and seals. 4.67 inch H

117: 19th Antique Bronze Censers USD 800 - 900

Of bombÃ© form flanked by lion-mask handles, the base inscribed with the reign and cyclical date marks as well as the
manufacturing firm, 2.70 inch H

118: 19th Antique Bronze Censers USD 800 - 900

The globular censer supported on three short tapered feet, the base centered with four-character region mark. 3.74 inch H

119: 19th Antique Bronze Censer with Stand USD 800 - 900

Of bombÃ© form flanked by lion-mask handles, the base inscribed with the reign and cyclical date marks, fitted with a bronze stand.
5.1 inch H
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120: Han Antique Bronze Censer with Cover USD 1,200 - 1,500

In the shape of a boshan lu with cover molded as mountain peaks, the container raised on a tall stem feet, the rounded body
terminating to one side of a dragon head mouth, revealing the hollowed body. 6.75 inch H

121: Ming Antique Jade Mythical Beast and Ruyi USD 1,200 - 1,300

Carved in the form of a recumbent mythical beast resting with its head turned to the right, grasping a large ruyi spray in its mouth, the
ruyi extended to the side of the beast supporting a ribbon box, the stone of pale celadon color with russet inclusions. 3.05 inch L

122: 19th Antique Celadon Jade Mythical Beast Vase USD 2,200 - 2,500

Comprising of a large standing mythical beast with well hollowed body forming the vessel, detailed with round eyes beneath bushy
eyebrows, large nose and square jaw, bifurcated tail divided into six strings and swiped onto its back, the stone of an even celadon
color with small russet inclusions. 3.6 inch H, 4.25 inch W

123: Ming Antique White Jade Belt Buckle USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of rectangular shape with rounded concave corners, sculptured and perforated in the form of a pair of cranes on the background of
dense scrolls of lush leaves, the white stone with slightly russet tones. 3.60 inch L, 3.11 inch W

124: Song Antique Reticulated Burnt Jade Plaque USD 4,000 - 4,500

Of oval form, carved in openwork, reticulated in the shape of a pair of leafy prunus flower branches intertwined with each other, the
stone of off-white and grayish chicken-bone color. 2.7 inch L

125: 19th Antique Celadon Jade Pendant Boy and Qinlin USD 1,000 - 1,200

Reticulated with a boy holding a zhusheng musical instrument sitting on top of a qilin, all framed inside a circular plaque among ruyi
cloud scrolls, the plaque surmounted by bats and lotus scrolls decoration, the stone of celadon hue with little russet inclusions. 3.73
inch L

126: 19th Antique Carved Crystal Chi long Washer USD 400 - 500

Of circular form, the rounded sides rising form a short concave foot to an inverted rim, carved to two sides with a pair of chi long
dragons clambering the shoulder forming the handles, their scales and mane finely incised. 3.52 inch L, 1.32 inch H

127: A White Jade Pendant USD 800 - 900

Finely worked in the round as a double-gourd borne on a stem with gnarled intertwining branches extending across the
double-gourd, carved in openwork with two chi long dragons clambering along the sides of the gourd, the stone of an even white
color. 2.58 inch H
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128: 18th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Pendant USD 1,200 - 1,500

Comprising of a square form with rounded shoulders, the plaque carved to both sides with an ancient shou character surrounded by
ruyi scrolls and an archaistic taotie mark, the stone of an even white color. 2.16 inch L

129: 18th Antique White Jade Pendant USD 3,000 - 4,000

Comprised of a slender oval form, carved to one side with low relief of a pair of carp fish hung below a knot, reversed with two
characters guang and yu, the plaque surmounted by ruyi cloud scrolls, the stone of an even white color with little russet inclusions.
2.73 inch L

130: 18th Antique Carved Crystal Hexagonal Washer USD 2,200 - 2,500

In the form of a hexagonal jar, the steep sides rising from a flared foot to a waist neck with a flat rim, carved to the neck with a pair of
monkey head handles, the vessel of transparent hue with little icy inclusions. 2.71 inch H

131: 19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Plaque Deer and Bird USD 2,000 - 2,200

The rectangular plaque reticulated with a deer and a bird in a setting densely detailed with lush vegetation, the deer and bird detailed
turning their heads towards each other, the stone of pale celadon color with slightly russet and brown inclusions. 2.3 inch L, 1.75 inch
W

132: 19th Antique Reticulated Celadon Jade Dragon Plaque USD 800 - 900

Skilfully modeled in openwork to depict a writhing sinuous dragon soaring through a dense cluster of ruyi clouds, the dynamic
mythical beast well depicted with an uplifted head and an agape mouth, portrayed grasping a cloud scroll firmly in its claws, the
stone of celadon color with attractive russet inclusions. 3 inch L, 2.25 inch W

133: Ming Antique Burnt Jade Dragon Jade Belt Buckle USD 800 - 900

Of rectangular form, reticulated with a central soaring dragon, the two upper corners decorated with a bird in flight, all against a
delicate ground of scrolls, the greenish white stone finely polished to a smooth finish. 3.18 inch L, 2.19 inch W

134: 19th Antique Tea Crystal Lingzhi Washer USD 800 - 900

Of oval form, the slightly flared sides rising from a concave foot to a foliage rim, finely reticulated in high relief on the exterior with a
pair of stalk of lingzhi branches bearing small fungus heads forming the handles, the well hollowed large lingzhi head forming the
vessel. 4.82 inch L, 1.92 inch H

135: Late Antique 19th Agate Tea Set USD 800 - 900

The hemispherical cup finely carved from a translucent stone with thumbprint inclusions, raised on a small flat base, the wall
intricately rendered as overlapping flower petals, together with a similar design floral dish. 2.60 inch H, 2.85 inch Diameter (cup),
5.08 inch Diameters (dish)
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136: 19th Antique Carved Root Wood Foo Dog USD 800 - 1,000

Intricately carved in the form of a large Buddhist lion standing with four legs on the ground, further depicted snarling protectively with
one cub balanced precariously on its back, the root bamboo of a darkened cocoa-brown color. 12.6 inch L

137: 19th Antique Pair Soapstone Carvings USD 500 - 600

The first one carved in openwork depicting a boy catching a carp fish, the boy detailed with dressing in loose fitted robes with hair
tied into two topknots, wearing a big smile in his face, the fish with a scaly body with large fins, supported by large curled lotus
leaves, the stone of red and brown hue, fitted with a wood stand, 6.05 inch H; the second one carved as a lohan standing on top of a
dragon head base holding an attribute in his hand, the stone of light brown with red inclusions. 7.5 inch H

138: 19th Antique Carved Red Painted Brush rest USD 300 - 400

Of rectangular form supported on bracket feet, the top delicately carved and undercut with figures against landscape with mountains
and pine trees, flanked by lotus flower scrolls on two legs, painted all over the surface with bright red paints. 7.5 inch L, 2.5 inch H

139: 19th Antique Group Carved Cinnabar Boxes USD 800 - 1,000

Comprising one small rectangular box and cover carved with two figures in a landscape; one rectangular box and cover carved with
a scholar accompanied by his attendant sitting in front of another scholar in landscape; one circular box and cover inlaid with a white
jade pendant carved with three immortals, surrounded by four large lotus flower scrolls. 5.67-6.95 inch L; 3.92-4.71 inch W

140: 19th Antique Lazurite Brush-rest USD 800 - 1,000

The rectangular stand boldly-carved in the form of archaistic angular scrolls with four sides reticulated, the surface further carved
with a scene of two cranes with pine trees and lingzhi sprays, the stone of rich dark blue color with golden inclusions. 5.07 inch L,
2.77 inch W

141: Ming Style Antique Blue and White Eight Immortals Vase USD 800 - 1,200

Supported on a splayed footring, the globular body rising to a tall cylindrical neck, painted with the 'Eight Emblems of the Daoist
Immortal's in a landscape scene with Taiyuan Immortal riding a crane above, Ming style vase. 15.63 inch H

142: Ming Antique Blue and White Cylindrical Beaker Vase USD 2,500 - 2,800

Rising from a tall spreading foot to a tall trumpet neck, painted around the exterior with Shoulao riding a crane and the Eight Daoist
Immortals with their attributes in a heavenly garden among-st billowing clouds by a rivers cape, inscribed on the base with a
six-character Chongzhen mark. 14.75 inch H

143: Southern Song Antique Ge-Typed Celadon Glazed Jar USD 800 - 1,200

The elegant globular body with high shoulder rising gently towards a tall flaring neck with a cup mouth, applied at the shoulder with
four double ring handles, covered overall in a thick gray celadon glaze suffused with a matrix of dark gray and gold crackles. 9.95
inch H
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144: Song Antique Olive Green Glazed Changsha Ware Jar USD 1,500 - 1,800

Comprising a globular jar rising to a short neck with wide stepped and galleried rim, set to four sides with loop handles impressed
with a geometric pattern, carved with lotus petal pointing downwards below the handles, covered with a lustrous olive-green glaze
stopping well above the foot revealing the pale gray body. 10.28 inch H

145: 19th Antique White Ground Iron-Red Glazed Dragon Garlic USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of flattened pear shape body rising from a tall everted foot, rising to a tall waisted neck surmounted by a garlic-head mouth, mounted
in high relief with iron-red color with a dragon winding down the neck towards the body forming the handles with extended ruyi
clouds. 12 inch H

146: Qing Yongzheng  Antique Celadon Glazed Wine Ewer USD 3,000 - 3,500

The finely potted pear-shaped body rising from a splayed foot to a generously rounded lower body extending to a narrow waisted
neck, the shoulders set with a ribbed ear handle, reversed with a tall spout, glazed overall in a thick celadon glaze thinning at the rim,
fitted with a domed cover. 8.5 inch H

147: Ming Antique Iron-Red Glazed Wine Ewer USD 2,200 - 2,800

The pear-form body raised on a splayed foot, rising to a long waisted neck and galleried mouth, with an arched handle on one side
and a serpentine spout on the other connected to the neck with a waved strut, the exterior painted in a rich iron-red color with flowers
and plants scene, the base attached to the clay of kiln. 8.25 inch H

148: Ming Antique Damaged Fahua Ware Vase USD 2,200 - 2,800

Typically decorated within raised creamy slip borders with washes of turquoise, flanked by a pair of handles with fixed loop rings, all
on a rich dark aubergine ground, depicting figural scene among trees and flowers, the vase was damaged while burning in the kiln,
the base attached to the clay of the kiln. 9.75 inch H

149: Ming Wanli Antique Enamel  Double Gourd Vase USD 2,200 - 2,500

With a broader lower bulb supporting a smaller bulb, each decorated on a white ground with wide continuous bands of scrolling lotus
borne on a foliage stem, divided by blue and red 'shou' characters, inscribed on the lower bulb in under-glaze blue with a
six-character Wanli reign mark. 19.8 inch H

150: Qianlong Mark Antique Blue and Iron-Red Dragon Dish USD 60,000 - 80,000

The shallow rounded sides rising from a slightly tapered foot to a gently flared rim, brightly decorated in iron-red against a contrasting
under-glaze blue ground, the interior with a central medallion enclosing a five-clawed dragon writhing above a tempestuous sea,
inscribed with a Qianlong Mark. 11 inch Diameters

151: 19th Antique Copy Ming Blue and White Floral Dish USD 800 - 900

Delicately potted with shallow rounded sides rising from a short foot to a flared lobed rim, the interior decorated in under-glaze blue
with a double-line medallion framing a central floral bloom wreathed by stylized foliage, the exterior picked out with a frieze enclosing
a composite floral scroll, the base with a six-character Jiaqing reign mark within a circle. 9.6 inch Diameters
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152: Jin Antique Junyao Purple-Splashed Bowl USD 1,200 - 1,500

The vessel covered in a thick ocean-blue phase-separated glaze, thinning to a streaky mushroom hue at the rim, a pale violet splash
at the rim interior, the glaze falling short of the foot. 7.25 inch Diameters, 3.14 inch H

153: Yuan/Ming Antique Purple-Splashed Junyao Bowl USD 1,000 - 1,200

Well potted with steep sides rising from a short foot to a gently in-curved rim, applied overall save for the footring with an opaque
greenish-blue glaze stopping short of the foot, the interior decorated with single purple splash, the unglazed foot revealing the gray
body burnt orange in the firing. 3.36 inch H, 7.25 inch Diameters

154: Song Antique Qingying Tea Set USD 1,200 - 1,500

The short U-shaped cup thinly potted, supported on an unglazed low flaring foot, the pedestal cup stand with a carved wide dish
centered with a tall circular ring for securing the cup, raised on a reticulated splayed foot, covered with a pale greenish-white glaze.
4.25 inch H, 2.64 inch Diameters (cup), 5.30 inch Diameters (dish)

155: Song Antique Northern Ware Tea Set USD 800 - 1,200

The deep U-shaped cup thinly potted, supported on an unglazed low flaring foot, the pedestal cup stand with a wide dish centered
with a tall circular ring for securing the cup, raised on a tall splayed foot, all covered with a warm olive-green glaze. 4.47 inch H, 2.73
inch Diameters (cup), 5.75 inch Diameters (dish)

156: 19th Antique Carved Wood Avalokiteshvara USD 3,500 - 3,800

Carved standing on a double lotus base with twelve pairs of arms arranged fan-like from the shoulders, surmounted with the head of
Amitabha, the principle hands in anjalimudra, the other fanned out and holding various attributes, wearing a dhoti and long inlaid
beaded jewelry and flowing scarves. 19.05 inch H

157: 19th Antique Carved Wood Figure Ancient Prince USD 800 - 900

The figure seated in a large red chair and wearing long flowing robes with dragon patterns, his right hand holding a seal rising at the
chest level, his left hand holding his belt, surmounted with a hat showing his royalty status. 18.95 inch H

158: 18-19th Antique Painted Carved Wood Zhenwu Emperor USD 800 - 2,000

Expertly cast dressed in the long flowing robes of an official with finely-incised hems and covered in red and gilt lacquer, seated with
right hand raised at chest level holding his belt, the face with stern expression and long beard and whiskers beneath a tall cap with
pin. 23 inch H

159: Ming Gilt-Bronze Children-Sending Guanyin USD 1,200 - 1,500

Seated in rajalalitasana on a rocky base wearing a large crown, the left hand raised in vitarkamudra, flanked by two smaller figures
of a boy and a girl. 9.5 inch H
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160: Ming Antique Gilt-Bronze ZhenWu Emperor USD 2,200 - 2,400

Finely cast in the form of ZhenWu emperor sitting on a bench with his right hand resting on his right leg stepping on the head of a
turtle, the left hand raised to the chest, wearing a battle uniform with lobed ribbon around the shoulder, detailed with serious
expression. 11.12 inch H

161: 18-19th Antique Silk Embroidery with Wood Frame USD 600 - 800

The black silk ground skilfully and meticulously embroidered with multi-colored silk threads, depicting in two square panels with long
tail birds flying among ruyi clouds and lotus scrolls, framed by a thick concave wood frame with two bronze handles. 25.4 inch L,
12.1 inch W

162: 19th Antique Silk Embroidery with Wood Frame USD 600 - 800

The silk ground embroidered with birds, bats, lingzhi, and flowering branches amidst foliage and rock work, set above turbulent
waves with carp fish jumping out of it, all in satin stitch with couched gold threads against a navy blue ground, further framed by a
wood frame. the embroidery 9.9 inch W, 10.4 inch L; with frame 18.01 inch L, 15 inch W

163: 19th Large Size Japanese Bronze Censer USD 900 - 1,200

The handled vessel covered with raised decoration of phoenix flying amid scrolling clouds beneath a jeweled dragon lappet band,
surmounted by an everted floral mouth rim, all supported on three long, attenuated legs emerging from sinuous dragons from the
base. 17.75 inch H

164: 18-19th Antique Carved Gilt Wood Laozi Riding Buffalo USD 1,200 - 1,500

Heavily-gilt, carved as a sage, wearing long robes tied around above the stomach, the right hand raised above the chest, the large
head with expressive face and long beard, resting atop a well-detailed water buffalo, the powerful beast with its head turned sharply
inward, all supported on a square red painted base carved to the front with relief of flower and bird subject. 24 inch H

165: 19th Antique Rock Crystal Ink Box USD 600 - 700

Comprising of a fan shape, carved to the surface with a scene of birds flying among prunus trees with blossoms, underneath the
trees with two figures sitting next to a table against a pavilion. 3.86 inch W, 1.17 inch H

166: 19th Antique Carved Crystal Ruyi Washer USD 600 - 800

Of circular form, carved to the thin wall with four large lingzhi fungus along the exterior to the irregular rim, all issued from the joint
gnarled branches radiating from the base, the stone of pure transparent hue with little icy inclusions. 4.20 inch W, 1.82 inch H

167: 19th Antique Celadon Jade Carving QinQiShuHua USD 1,000 - 1,200

Skilfully rendered as one Chinese qin, one book, one scroll, and one chess board strapped together with a gnarled branch of
blossoming prunus, the translucent celadon stone highlighted with light russet inclusions. 2.94 inch H
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168: 18th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Plaque USD 2,200 - 2,500

Comprising a rectangular pendant with rounded corners, carved in reticulated work with a bat a flight forming the top, the plaque
carved in low relief with a running deer grasping a lingzhi spray in her mouth, reversed carved with four characters fu shou yong
sang, suspending an amber bead above, 2.52 inch H

169: 18th Antique Carved Crystal Censer Vase USD 2,200 - 2,600

Of globular form, the rounded sides rising from a slightly flared concave foot to a flat rim, flanked by a pair of rectangular handle with
loose rings, the hemispherical domed cover terminating with a carved cork form final. 3.81 inch H, 4.54 inch W

170: 17-18th Antique Pale Celadon Kylin and Book USD 1,200 - 1,500

The fabulous animal depicted recumbent with hoofed legs tucked underneath the rotund body and its head turned to the right,
depicted with an alert expression with flaring nostrils and round eyes framed by bushy eyebrows, its mouth issuing a stream of
scrolling ruyi clouds supporting a book covered in floral diapers on its back, the translucent stone of a pale celadon color with light
russet inclusions. 2.03 inch L, 1.15 inch H

171: 17-18th Antique Reticulated Jade Cover USD 2,200 - 2,500

Of oval form with convex surface, reticulated on one side with a crane in flight above a pine tree with a group of crane standing
underneath, the reverse with a ground of apertures, the stone of an even white tone with caramel-russet inclusions on the surface
and celadon tone on the base. 4.31 inch L, 3.48 inch W

172: 18th Antique Late Qianlong Carved Crystal Vase USD 2,500 - 2,800

Intricately molded in the design of an archaic bronze vessel, carved as a mythical beast turning its head from bottom to up, the
turning point forming the base and its long neck forming the vessel, the beast carved with an eagle's face with a pair of curled horns,
the body of the vessel carved with ruyi clouds. 6.15 inch H

173: Ming Antique Jade Mythical Beast Group Carving USD 1,800 - 2,200

Carved recumbent with its youngs crouching beside its rear haunches, each depicted with round eyes beneath bushy eyebrows,
large nose and square jaw, the stone of two distinct colors, celadon and russet tone, with opaque off-white inclusions. 2.5 inch L, 1.5
inch H

174: 18th or Earlier Antique Jade Bi USD 2,500 - 2,800

The celadon jade elaborately carved with two chi long clambering around an archaic bi disc with tightly spaced bosses on the
reverse, the stone of pale green color with russet patches the chi long dragons. 2.94 inch L

175: 18th Antique White Jade Catfish with Millet USD 1,800 - 2,200

Well worked in the form of a catfish grasping a leafy millet spray, its flattened body with a curled tail detailed with finely incised fins,
the smoothly polished stone of an even white color with small russet patches. 3.89 inch L
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176: 19th Antique Celadon Jade Paper Weight USD 1,500 - 1,800

Comprising of a mountain form with pierced rocks, further carved with five chi long dragons climbing towards the top of the mountain,
the stone of pale celadon hue with russet inclusions. 4.31 inch W, 1.69 inch H

177: 18th Antique White Jade Lingzhi Washer USD 900 - 1,000

Carved as a group of lingzhi, the largest forming the wall, supported below by smaller lingzhi and scrolled leaves sprouting up from
small branches, the stone of an even warm white color with a few russet veins. 3.6 inch W, 1.75 inch H

178: Yuan Antique Celadon Jade Dragon Censer Top USD 4,000 - 5,000

Intricately carved in openwork with a dragon entwined within a dense network of leaves and lingzhi fungus, supported on an oval
base pierced with four small apertures, the stone of pale celadon color with russet inclusions. 2.02 inch H, 2.18 inch W

179: Late 19th Antique Yellow Huali Wood Carry Box USD 2,200 - 2,800

All supported on a large rectangular base frame, modeled with an openwork spandrelled upright rising from each short side to meet
the humpback shaped handle framing the three-tiered box and cover, the exterior of the box inlaid with various recticulated jade
plaque and decorated with golden paintings. 10 inch H

180: 18th Antique Shell Inlaid Wood Box USD 800 - 900

Comprising of a cylindrical form of two layers, the exterior of the painted wood case inlaid with floral patterns of shells around the
body, auspicious patterns around the cover, the surface of the cover inlaid with mythical beasts, the handle inlaid with both floral and
auspicious patterns. 15.4 inch H

181: 19th Antique Gilt-Bronze Shi-shi Seal USD 2,000 - 2,200

Of rectangular form, surmounted by a recumbent shi-shi lion, the head turned to the back, each side carved in low relief with ruyi
cloud scroll, the underside inscribed with four-character mark. 2.72 inch W, 2.47 inch H

182: 18-19th Antique Gilt-Bronze 'Mythical Beast' Scroll USD 2,200 - 2,500

The lean beast finely cast in a recumbent posture, tight curls forming the mane, the head turned to its back with one hind leg
scratching its ear, its tails and spine skillfully incised, fitted with a two tiers base covered with embroidery patterns. 4.09 inch L, 3.27
inch H

183: 18-19th Antique Gilt-Bronze 'Mythical Beast' Scroll USD 2,200 - 2,500

The recumbent creature finely modeled with its ferocious head turned to the side, with a bifurcate tail, its mane and tails skillfully
incised, detailed with globular bulging eyes and fierce face, fitted with a two tiers base covered with embroidery patterns. 4.6 inch L,
2.85 inch H
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184: Early 20th Antique Carved Agate Peach Washer USD 500 - 600

The translucent warm brownish stone with stained russet patches carved in the form of a small hollowed-out peach with thin walls,
the exterior enveloped with high-relief naturalistic leaves and branches, attached to a gnarled branch to one side with an attendant
peach, to the other side with a small monkey clambering at the rim, inscribed on one wall with Yongzheng mark. 2.59 inch W

185: 19th Antique Group Jade Belt Buckles USD 800 - 1,200

A Pair of bronze inlaid jade belt buckles, with two white jade reticulated plaques enclosed within gilt-bronze borders cast with floral
decorations, with a central panel inlaid with gemstones. 3.81 inch L, 4.23 inch L

186: Late 19th Antique Carved Bamboo Censer USD 300 - 400

Of oval cylindrical bamboo section, the steep rounded sides rising from three straight feet with ruyi scroll at the base, carved around
the exterior with three panels of archaistic marks below archaistic scrolls, at the edge of the cover carved with three chi long
dragons. 5.60 inch H

187: 18-19th Antique Rock Crystal Brush rest USD 600 - 800

Well-carved with five narrow, craggy peaks of varying height ascending towards the central and tallest summit referencing the five
sacred mountains, the gaps between the peaks forming the brush supports, the translucent stone a pale brownish-gray color. 7.1
inch L, 2.38 inch H

188: 19th Antique Pair of Ink stones USD 400 - 600

One of circular form, carved to both sides with a figural scene in a community, playing chess, appreciating paintings, and playing
musical instrument, 5.61 inch Diameters; the other of octagonal section, carved to one side with archaistic symbols followed by
characters, the reversed carved with ancient characters. 4.86 inch L

189: Ming Antique Gilt-Bronze Figure Medicine Buddha USD 2,200 - 2,400

Seated in dhyanasana atop a high pedestal formed as a blossoming lotus supported on scrolling tendrils, the deity elegantly cast
with a serene facial expression, his right hand gently raised in front of the chest with karana mudra and the other holding a small cup,
elaborately attired with jewelry, his flowing robes incised with floral hems and crowned by an ornate headdress centered on an image
of the Buddha encircled by flowing ribbons, all on a separately-cast lotus pedestal. 13.45 inch H

190: 19th Antique Pair Ink stones USD 400 - 600

One of Chinese ancient qin form, carved with prunus flowers along the lower section revealing the upper body of the qin, carved with
the artist's seal, 9.82 inch L; the other of a folded scroll with a ribbon tied in the middle, inscribed with the artist's name and the
collector's name. 7.1 inch L.

191: 19th Antique Ink stone with Dragon USD 300 - 400

Of flattened rectangular section with rounded corners, carved to both sides revealing a continuous scene of ten small dragons
surrounding a large dragon in the center, further painted with golden colors, carved with two ancient characters in blue above, the
reversed carved with the collector's name. 7.25 inch L, 4.25 inch W
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192: Ming Antique Gilt-Bronze Figure Sakyamuni Buddha USD 2,500 - 2,800

Finely cast with a serene face and downcast eyes in deep contemplation, the head flanked by pendulous earlobes beneath his hair
in tight curls, seated cross-legged in dhyanasana, the hands resting in a dhyanamudra, wearing a pleated robe with incised floral
hem open at the chest revealing a wan emblem. 10 inch H

193: 18th Antique Gilt-Bronze Figure God of Wealth USD 1,200 - 1,500

The pot-bellied god of wealth sits in the sattvaparyanka pose, the right foot resting on the left thigh, the left foot resting on a vessel
tipped on its side with the contents spilling onto the graduated plinth, he holds the jambhara (lemon) on his right hand and a rat over
his left leg, he is adorned in royal attire with rich jewelry and an ornate headdress. 5.32 inch H

194: 19th Antique Blue and White Golden Painted Vase USD 800 - 1,200

The robust ovoid body supported on a splayed foot, sweeping to a waisted neck and galleried rim, painted to the stout midsection
with a wide band of scrolling lotus blooms each supporting one of the ribbon banning, flanked by a pair of foo-dog head handles,
copied Ming Yongle style, applied golden shou character and curling stems, typical late Qing Dynasty Tongzhi style. 15.15 inch H

195: Early 20th Antique Large Wucai Jar USD 600 - 700

The broad baluster-form body painted with a continuous scene of a pair of long tail birds playing in the rocky landscape among
various flowers and trees, the waisted neck with a band of upright flame motifs, the base painted with a double-circle line. 12.92 inch
H

196: Late Song Antique Yueyao Double Bat Handle Jar USD 600 - 800

Molded around the globular body with two raised double lines, the base of the trumpet neck set with two large bat head handles, all
supported on a short spreading foot and covered overall in an olive green glaze suffused gray and golden crackles. 10.55 inch H

197: Five Dynasty Antique Northern Stone Ware Jar USD 600 - 800

The baluster-shaped body rising from a slightly concave solid foot to a short neck with an everted rim, incised with one narrow
groove and applied with two double-stranded loop handles, covered with a crackle-suffused transparent olive-green glaze, stopping
irregularly above the foot to expose the fine buff body. 12.2 inch H

198: Late Tang Antique Olive Green Glazed Changsha Ware Jar USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of baluster form with generous globular sides rising from a waisted foot, the short flaring neck rising to a lipped rim, the foot bordered
with a border of upright lappets, set to either side with loop handles impressed with a geometric pattern, applied overall with a thick
glaze of a rich olive-green with a matrix of dark brown and golden crackles. 7.4 inch H

199: Late Tang Antique Large Yue Type Celadon Glazed Jar USD 800 - 1,000

Robustly potted, of compressed baluster form, the tapered body rising to a short neck with wide stepped and gallery rim, a band of
incised lines encircling the shoulder, set to four sides with loop handles impressed with a geometric pattern, covered with a lustrous
grayish-green glaze stopping well above the foot revealing the pale gray body. 9.25 inch H
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200: Song Antique Carved Lotus Yaozhou Jar USD 800 - 1,200

The globular body rising from a flared foot and tapering towards the rim, the shoulders applied with a pair of loop handles, carved
with a continuous lotus scroll above a band of lappets around the foot, covered overall with a thin grayish-green glaze stopping just
short of the foot. 6.4 inch H

201: Southern Song Antique Yaozhou Ware Celadon Glazed Ewer USD 2,200 - 2,500

The cylindrical body supported by a spreading foot, with canted shoulders set with a loop handle opposite a curved spout, the
waisted neck rising to an everted rim, the exterior carved all around with scrolling peony, covered overall with a thin olive-green glaze
suffused with gray and golden crackles stopping at the base. 8.1 inch H

202: Late Ming Antique Kraak Blue and White Kendi USD 1,000 - 1,200

With an everted rim to the columnar neck painted with banana leaves, the mammiform spout with clouds and finely painted around
the slightly flattened globular body with a band of lotus flowers scroll, above a continuous scene of garden landscape and immortal
figures subject. 9.55 inch H

203: Qing Antique Ge-Typed Gray Copied Bronze Vessel Vase USD 1,200 - 1,800

Modeled after the archaic bronze vessel, the splayed foot rising to a bulbous belly and extending to an elongated neck with a trumpet
mouth, with flanges on the lower section and the middle section, covered overall in a pale greenish-Grey glaze with a striking
network of dark-stained and golden crackles, inscribed with a Yongzheng mark on the base. 6.75 inch H

204: Antique Rare Celadon Vase Inlaid with Bronze Chip USD 500 - 600

The ovoid octahedral body rising from a spreading foot to a waisted neck and flared mouth, inlaid with gilt-bronze chips and
gemstones on four sides, applied to the rim and foot, the vase covered overall with greenish blue glaze suffused with a matrix of dark
gray and gold crackles. 7.2 inch H

205: Ming Antique Flambe-glazed Garlic Head Vase USD 800 - 1,000

The pear-shaped body rising from a slightly tapered foot to a garlic-head mouth, covered overall in a snowiness dark lavender glaze
thinning to the rim, the base attached to the orange color kiln clay. 7.4 inch H

206: Song Antique Set Changsha Ware Tea Cups USD 2,500 - 3,000

The cup molded with a deep floriform body and conforming flared foot, the interior and exterior delicately worked in the form of floral
petals, the associated cup stand formed with six lobes to the canted rim and spreading foot with overlapping peony petals bordering
the cushion support for the cup, all cover with olive-green glaze. 3.06 inch H, 3.62 Diameters (cup) 6.3 inch Diameters (dish)

207: Late 19th Antique Pair Famille Rose Cups USD 1,000 - 1,200

Each foliate-moulded bowl decorated with three historical figures each with title and inscription, followed by the lids similarly
decorated, raised on lobed-rimmed cup stands with auspicious items, inscribed with Taokuang mark on the base and the cover. 3.59
inch H, 4.05 inch Diameters
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208: Southern Song Antique Pair  Celadon Wine Cups USD 4,000 - 5,000

Each of conical form with wide flaring sides rising from a tall stem and flared foot, applied overall with a smooth sea-green glaze
suffused throughout with a network of fine crackles, thinning at the rim revealing the grayish stoneware beneath. 3.72 inch
Diameters, 2.74 inch H

209: Kuangxu Copy Yongzheng Antique Pair Doucai  Cups USD 1,200 - 1,500

Each with slightly rounded conical sides rising from a straight foot, delicately painted in the doucai palette on the exterior with three
fruiting branches, one bearing three green finger citrons, one with pomegranate, and the third with five lychees, the interior painted
with a medallion enclosing a peach branch, the base inscribed with a six-character Yongzheng mark. 3.29 inch Diameters, 1.71 inch
H

210: 19th Antique Famille Rose Cups USD 500 - 600

Each delicately potted with a deep U-shaped body rising from a short foot to a flared rim depicting two characters on the cup and two
characters on the cover from the Table of Peerless Heroes before a string of cash and two panels of inscriptions. 3.93 inch H

211: 19th Antique Famille Rose Vase USD 400 - 500

Of baluster form with a flared mouth, the ovoid body with applied molded with figural scenes below auspicious items around the
shoulder, the neck with molded foliage scenes against garden landscape. 13.95 inch H

212: 19th Antique Famille Rose Hexagonal Figural Vase USD 300 - 400

Of hexagonal section, supported on a short spreading base, the baluster body surmounted by a tall trumpet neck and flared rim,
decorated with a continuous scene of figural characters against landscape with mountain and trees. 13.75 inch H

213: 19th Japanese Antique Sword Iron Tsuba USD 200 - 300

Of oval form, carved in low relief swirling clouds and inlaid with cranes in silver takazogan with details in gold and shakudo, further
decorated by bamboo trees. 3.1 inch L

214: 19th Antique Enamel Bonsai Tree USD 2,200 - 2,800

The Bonsai tree supported by a square section enamel vase with blue base enameled with bright color floral patterns, the tree further
decorated by various carved jade pendants and gemstones together with ancient coins. 18.6 inch H

215: 18-19th Antique Gilt Wood Carved Avalokiteshvara USD 3,500 - 4,500

Seated in dhyanasana, wearing a dhoti attached to the waist and draped around the legs with incised edges of lotus patterns
repeating on the shawl draping the shoulders, the main hands in front of the chest in rajah anjalikarma mudra, fifteen other pairs
arranged fan-like from the shoulders, each hand bearing an attribute or executing a mudra. 23.9 inch H
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216: 19th Antique Gilt Buddha USD 2,200 - 2,800

Elegantly carved seated in lalitasana on a large recumbent phoenix, the hands in varada mudra and vitarka mudra, wearing curve
ribbon around the shoulder, the serene face framed by an intricate tiara and earrings, wearing a flowing dhoti. 8.8 inch H

217: 19th Antique Gilt-Bronze Medicine Buddha USD 3,500 - 3,800

Portrayed seated in dhyanasana on a double lotus plinth, the hands in dharmachakramudra the gesture of teaching, the sanghati
drawn across the left shoulder and over the right, falling in folds over the neatly pleated antaravasaka, the full face with downcast
eyes beneath hair piled over the jewel-crowned ushnisha. 6.1 inch H

218: 18th Antique Pair Dehua Wine Cup Copied Bronze USD 2,200 - 2,500

Each finely potted with deep cylindrical sides rising from a slightly concave tripod, work in the design of a bronze wine cup with
archaistic taotie mark on the body, the loop handle surmounted by a dragon head, covered overall in a rich creamy-white glaze. 5.75
inch H

219: 19th Antique Painted Colorful Brush Holder USD 800 - 1,000

Comprising of a tall cylindrical section wood trunk, painted around the body in red with two panels of flowers and birds scenes
separated by a column of archaistic scrolls, all between two decorative borders and an coral-red ground. 11.9 inch H

220: 19th Antique Group Carved Painted Cinnabar Vases USD 1,000 - 1,200

The first two of baluster body resting on a splayed foot and surmounted by a waisted neck, the third one of globular body rising from
a counter base foot surmounted by a domed cover, each finely carved around the body with a continuous scene depicting scholars
and attendants strolling among magnificent trees, dense clouds and meandering rivers, all on a lush scrolling lotus ground. 8.25 inch
H, 9.47 inch H, 10.25 inch H

221: Late 19th Antique Carved Horn Cup USD 3,000 - 3,500

Modeled after a rhinoceros horn libation cup, the protruding central section resting on a flared foot with a lipped rim, all surmounted
by a flared mouth, carved in low relief around the middle section with archaistic dragon mark, one side of the vessel with three
clambering chi long among lotus scrolls, opposed with another chi long climbing down the wall. 5.18 inch H

222: 18th Antique Junyao Bonsai USD 2,200 - 2,800

Comprising of a rounded sides rising from a short everted foot, filled with coral pieces supporting two carved figures, one jade figure
carved as a lady resting with her left arm holding her head, the lazurite stone carved as an old sage holding a lotus spray around his
shoulder and a lotus root in his hand, the junyao bowl glazed with a lavender splash on the exterior, fitted with a similar color dish.
4.36 inch Diameters, 4.29 inch H

223: 19th Antique Famille Rose Lingzhi Brush Stand USD 500 - 800

Skilfully work simulating a luxuriant branch of lingzhi fungus with gnarled branches and an irregular shape, enameled with purple,
yellow, blue and orange colors on each fungus. 7.8 inch L
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224: 19th Antique Painted Huanghuali Brush Pot USD 2,500 - 3,500

Of cylindrical section, carved from a single piece of wood, the thick walls continuing to form the base with a circular aperture to the
center, painted in golden color to the exterior with hundred antiques subject, the amber colored wood with a lively and attractive
grain. 6.4 inch H

225: 19th Antique Ink stone USD 1,200 - 1,800

Of rectangular section, the ink stone carved in the center with an archaic bronze vase pattern flanked by elephant head handles and
archaistic dragon carving, the reversed carved with Yongzheng period inscription. 9.1 inch L, 5.75 inch W

226: 18th Antique Pair Carved Wood Figure Immortals USD 600 - 800

Each masterfully worked as two tiers of immortals with the upper one standing behind with the right hand grasping a gnarled leafy
branch bearing two peaches, the lower one carrying an attribute, the well-defined face with a wide smile and a long beard, wearing a
long loose robe falling into voluminous folds, all against a green leaves background. 26.5 inch H

227: Late19th Antique Carved Agilawood Mountain USD 2,200 - 2,800

Naturalistically carved in the form of a craggy mountain group, with five craggy peaks, reversed carved with a scene of scholars and
attendants under pine trees, with the artist's name close to the base, fitted with a wood stand. 7.75 inch H

228: 19th Antique Pair Gilt Wood Foo Dogs USD 1,000 - 2,000

Each carved crouching, with a raised head with large bulbous eyes beneath curled eyebrows and surmounted by a pair of furled
ears, the mouth opened revealing sharp fangs, the body detailed with a combed mane and upright bushy tail, fitted with wood frame.
12 inch L, 4.75 inch H

229: 1930-1945 Antique Large Bronze Buddha USD 800 - 1,200

The buddha cast seated with legs crossed on top of a large carp fish, holding a bottle on his left hand, his right hand holding a 'pearl',
wearing a sanghati, the face with downcast eyes framed by elongated earlobes suspending pendent earrings. 32.45 inch H

230: 19th Antique Pair Cloisonne Enamel Figures Rams USD 3,000 - 5,000

Each molded as a standing ram, the body decorated with archaistic taotie and dragon motifs, foliage scrolls and simulated scales,
the curling horns and ears bronze, the beard Champlain enamel, with gilt hooves. 31.5 inch H

231: 19th Antique Carved Agilawood Mountain USD 1,200 - 1,500

Carved in the form of a tall central peak flanked on other side with two smaller crests referencing the five sacred mountains, further
carved with a scene of a sage resting under the pine tree next to a small pavilion, the stone a polished dark brown with pale gray
inclusion, fitted wood stand. 3.85 inch H
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232: 19th Antique Export Enamel Porcelain Dish USD 500 - 600

Cast in lobed silver dish with four separated enamel porcelain panels, each one enameled with bright colors of floral scenes on the
central white fan-shape ground, surrounded by lotus flower scrolls on yellow ground, the dish further decorated with flower pods
inlaid with gemstones. 13.75 inch Diameters

233: 18th Antique Jade Bonsai Table Decoration USD 3,000 - 3,200

Comprising of an oval censer form rising from an oval foot rim, filled with turquoise beads and coral pieces forming the soil,
supporting a peach branch in the middle flanked by a boy standing by a brocade ball and a small mythical beast in recumbent, the
vessel flanked by a pair of chi long dragons forming the handles. 4.94 inch L, 2.88 inch H

234: 19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Pendant USD 800 - 900

Comprised of an oval form, reticulated with a basket of auspicious items rising from the base, supported by a pair of lotus pods,
surmounted by a bat in flight and flanked by a pair of chi long dragons, the stone of pale celadon tone, suspended by a carved nut
bead. 3.13 inch L, 2.46 inch W

235: 19th Antique White Jade Pendant USD 800 - 900

Comprising of rectangular form surmounted by a pair of sinuous chi long dragons, the plaque reticulated with archaistic dragon
patterns surrounding ancient characters, the stone of warm white stone with little russet inclusions, suspended by coral, amber, and
tourmaline beads. 2.82 inch L, 1.93 inch W

236: 19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Vajra USD 1,000 - 1,200

The tapering conical-sectioned shaft decorated by a horned dragon head, topped by a half-vajra supported by animal heads, the
other end terminating to a large blade, the stone of an even pale celadon color. 4.45 inch L

237: 18th Antique Black and White Jade Ornament USD 3,000 - 3,500

Work in high relief of a mountain form, carved to one side with a sage holding a ruyi standing with a long tail bird in front of a slightly
open gate, reversed with a bent prunus flower tree, all against rocky mountain, the stone of black and white hue with opaque
inclusions. 4.47 inch W, 2.44 inch H

238: Ming Antique Jade Ram USD 3,000 - 3,200

The recumbent beast with its hoofed legs tucked under body, the small head tilted slightly upwards with its horns curved back,
grasping a lotus spray in its mouth, detailed with fine incisions throughout, the stone of mottled celadon and black tones. 4.71 inch
W, 3.46 inch H

239: 19th Antique Jade Belt Buckle USD 1,000 - 1,200

Comprising of an oval plaque with a slightly convex surface, carved in relief with a mythical beast running among ruyi clouds,
reversed with two square apertures for the belt, the stone of warm white color with russet inclusions. 3.09 inch L
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240: 18-19th Antique White Jade Washer USD 2,200 - 2,500

Exquisitely carved and pierced in the form of a hollowed-out oval fruit, carved on one side in openwork with a long leafy sprig
meandering across the exterior of the vessel and extending to the underside, the grain of the branches and tendrils of the leaves
intricately rendered through finely incised lines, the cover similarly rendered with oval fruit and branch, the stone of a pale
grayish-white color with faint russet inclusions. 3.54 inch H, 4.06 inch W

241: Ming Antique White Jade Belt Buckle USD 800 - 900

The white rectangular plaque worked with a rounded border framing a reticulated scene of three geese with their elongated curling
necks entwined with long reeds, surrounded by lotus pads as well as a lotus bud and bloom. 5.01 inch L, 3.98 inch W

242: Ming Antique Burnt Jade Dragon Carp Carving USD 1,200 - 1,500

Comprising a burnt jade carving of a boy holding a sprig of lingzhi, riding on a dragon carp, revealing the scene of ne zha nao hai,
the stone of gray and white hue with opaque inclusions. 4.14 inch W, 2.32 inch H

243: 19th Antique Celadon Jade Pendant with Chi long USD 1,200 - 1,800

Of archaistic huan form, the translucent white jade skilfully worked in high relief on both side with four chi long clambering along the
central aperture, their serpentine bodies terminating with long curling bifurcated tails, the warm celadon stone accented with
attractive russet skin. 2.84 inch Diameters

244: 18th Antique White Jade Pendant USD 4,000 - 5,000

Comprising of archaistic huan form, carved as a coiled dragon amid-st clouds with a boy standing on its tail and holding a 'flaming
pearl, the stone of an even white tone, suspended by a jadeite tassel. 2.15 inch Diameters

245: 18-19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Pendant USD 1,000 - 1,200

Carved as a rectangular form with rounded corners, reticulated with a bat in flight among lotus scrolls surrounding ancient
characters, the stone of pale celadon hue with little russet inclusions, suspended by agate and jadeite beads. 2.76 inch L, 2.22 inch
W

246: 17-18th Antique Jade Seal USD 2,500 - 2,800

Of square form surmounted by a crouching mythical beast, the seal face carved in zhuwen style with four characters, the stone of a
celadon tone with black and white coloration, fitted with a wood stand. 2.54 inch W, 1.77 inch H

247: Ming Antique Style Celadon Jade Chinese Mandarin Duck USD 1,200 - 5,000

Worked in the form of a recumbent mandarin duck with its legs tucked underneath its body, wings neatly tucked back over the body,
the head turned sharply to the back, clasping a large flowering lotus sprig in its beak, the stone of very rich celadon color with brown
inclusions. 6.25 inch L, 4.31 inch H
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248: 17-18th Antique Large Iron-Red Dragon Jar USD 30,000 - 55,000

Of baluster form, superbly potted with wide swelling shoulders gently tapering to a slightly flared foot, surmounted by a short upright
neck with lipped rim, deftly painted in iron-red color with four oval cartouches variously enclosing five-claw dragons amongst ruyi
cloud scrolls in pursuit of flaming pearls, all reserved on meandering floral scrolls. 11.45 inch H

249: 18th Antique Diamond Shaped Ge Type Vase USD 800 - 1,200

Comprising of diamond form, the vase raising from a concave flared foot, surmounted by a waist neck and a lipped mouth, covered
overall with a grayish-green glaze suffused with a matrix of dark and golden crackle. 9.25 inch H

250: Jin Antique Junyao Purple-Splashed Dish USD 1,200 - 1,500

With shallow rounded sides rising to an everted rim, covered in a rich dark greenish blue glaze, with a violet splash to one side of the
interior, the glaze thinning to a pale mushroom color at the rim and the well edge, the knife cut foot unglazed revealing the buff
colored ware. 7.9 inch Diameters

251: 18th Antique Ge-Typed Handled Vase USD 1,000 - 1,200

Of lantern form set on a short concave foot rising to a broad inverted rim, the paunch decorated with two animal head handles
molded in relief with fixed loop rings, covered with a beautiful pale celadon glaze traversed by a fine network of black and brown
crackles. 6.4 inch H

252: Southern Song Antique Celadon Glazed Ruyao Lotus Lobed USD 12,000 - 15,000

Lightly constructed with shallow everted sides flaring from a recessed base to a lobed rim, divided into six lobes by small ridges
evenly radiating around the cavetto, applied overall with an olive-green glaze suffused with icy and brown crackles. 7.8 inch
Diameters

253: Early 20th Antique Blue and White Copy Qianlong USD 600 - 800

Of hexagonal section, the slightly tapered body rising to a cylindrical neck and everted mouth rim, painted in varying shades of cobalt
blue in six panels with the 'Hundred Antique's among-st auspicious Daoist and Buddhist emblems, spaced by shou characters, the
base with under-glaze blue Qianlong mark. 17.45 inch H

254: Southern Song Antique Celadon Glazed Ruyao Dish USD 40,000 - 50,000

Finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising from a tapering foot to a flared rim, covered overall with a pale sea-green glaze
suffused with icy crackles. 8.7 inch H

255: 19th Antique Blue and White Square Baluster Vase USD 1,200 - 1,800

Of a square-sectioned baluster vase rising from a waisted flared foot, flanked by sinuous dragon handles, painted the lower wall with
continuous figural scene against landscape and the extended mountain scene above on the waisted neck, inscribed with a Jiaqing
mark on the base. 16 inch H
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256: Yuan/ Ming Antique Junyao Purple-Splashed Dish USD 1,000 - 1,200

Well potted with shallow sides rising from a short foot to a wide everted rim, covered overall save for the foot with a thick milky-blue
glaze thinning to a mushroom tone at the edges and liberally decorated with single lavender splash on the interior, the glaze faintly
suffused with a network of beige crackles. 7.53 inch Diameters

257: 18th Antique Lake Blue Glaze Ribbon Vase USD 22,000 - 25,000

The slightly angularity body rising from a short spreading foot to a tall waisted neck, designed with a bow-tie ribbon around the lower
section of the neck, tassel extended to the body, covered overall in a pale bluish-green glaze. 13.65 inch H

258: Yuan/Ming Antique Northern Ware Censer USD 800 - 1,200

Of compressed globular form with a flat rim, double-lined pattern incised into the exterior walls above the curving base supported on
three animal feet, flanked by two small animal head with fixed loop rings, cover overall with rich olive-green glaze with black crackles.
9 inch Diameters, 4.34 inch H

259: Yuan /Ming Antique Junyao Purple-Splashed Censer USD 4,000 - 4,500

Potted in bombÃ© form supporting ribbed and thick everted mouth rim, flanked by a pair of dragon handles, all supported by a short
straight foot ring encircling a shallowly recessed unglazed base, covered overall in celadon-blue glaze with lavender splash on the
exterior. 3.74 inch H, 6.6 inch Diameters

260: Kuangxu Copy Qing Yongzheng Pair Doucai Cups and Cover USD 1,200 - 1,800

Delicately potted of rounded well with flared rim and a short straight foot, the exterior spiritedly enameled with continuous a long tail
bird and a quail resting among poeny flower bushes, the domed cover and the cup stand similarly enameled with the flower scene,
inscribed with Yongzheng mark on the base. 3.68 inch H, 3.97 inch Diameters

261: Kuangxu Copy Qianlong Antique Pair Famille Rose Cup USD 1,200 - 1,500

Each thinly potted with a flared rim, the sides delicately painted in pastel enamels with a continuous scene of carp fish jumping from
the tumbling sea, revealing the typical subject of "the carp leaping through the dragon's gate", inscribed with a six-character Qianlong
mark on the base. 1.66 inch H, 3.38 inch Diameters

262: Xuantong Mark Antique Pair White Ground Famille Rose USD 800 - 900

Each delicately potted with deep rounded sides rising steeply from a short foot to a gently flared rim, the exterior delicately painted
with three colorful phoenix birds among dense flower scrolls, the base inscribed with a six-character Xuantong mark. 3.53 inch
Diameters, 2.19 inch H

263: Ming Wanli Period Antique Yellow-Glazed Cup USD 3,000 - 3,500

With rounded sides rising from a short foot to a flared rim, the exterior covered in a pale egg-yolk yellow glaze stopping neatly at the
foot, the interior and base glazed white, the base inscribed with a six-character Wanli mark within a double-square. 2.17 inch H, 3.28
inch Diameters
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264: Song Antique Celadon Glazed Tea Cup USD 800 - 900

Thinly potted with a flared rim surrounding the conical body raised on a low foot ring, the pale olive green glaze covering all surfaces,
the exterior and the base attached to the clay kiln. 5.44 inch Diameters.

265: Late Ming Antique Blue Glazed Stem Cup USD 3,000 - 3,500

The exterior precisely applied with thick rich ocean-blue glaze thinning at the rim revealing the white ground body, exquisitely carved
with figures on eight flaring sides supported on a hollow splayed foot. 3.05 inch H

266: Song Antique Celadon Glazed Wine Ewer USD 2,200 - 2,500

Molded with stepped ridges at the join of the waisted neck to the body of ovoid melon form with incised parallel lines accenting the
mid-section, applied with a strap handle and a short curved spout, all supported on a short spreading foot and covered overall in an
olive green glaze. 7.16 inch H

267: Song Antique Celadon Glazed Stem Cup USD 1,200 - 1,500

The bowl with deep rounded sides and lipped rim, supported on a tall stem and flared foot encircled by three ribs, covered overall in
a olive-green glaze, thinning to a pale orange-green tone around the ribs, carved around the exterior with figural scene. 6.45 inch H

268: Liao Antique Dingyao Lotus Bowl USD 2,200 - 2,800

The wide curving well rising from a slightly recessed floor and the exterior rim accented with a rounded lip, carved to the interior with
a spray of stylized lotus flower, the rim carved with floral scrolls, applied overall save for the unglazed rim with a transparent
creamy-white glaze pooling in tears on the exterior. 8.5 inch Diameters

269: Liao Antique Dingyao Brush Washer with Drum Pattern USD 200 - 2,400

Potted with rounded sides rising from a shallow circular foot, the deep bowl potted with a sharply inverted rim, the exterior incised
with drum patterns, all applied in a creamy ivory-white glaze. 8.3 inch Diameters, 3.3 inch H

270: Yuan/Ming Antique Purple-Splashed Junyao Bowl USD 800 - 1,000

Potted with an upright raised band below the rim on the exterior wall and tapering sharply inward toward the splayed foot ring, the
well showing a single dark purple splash against the mottled blue and lavender glaze layer that thins to russet along the rim and
stops in a thick uneven welt on the exterior to expose the buff colored fabric. 7.1 inch Diameters, 3.02 inch H

271: Yuan/ Ming Antique Large Junyao Bowl USD 800 - 1,200

The semi-spherical bowl all covered in a thick transmutation glaze of a dark olive-green and sky-blue hue with a lavender splash to
the rim, thinning to mushroom at the rim, falling short of the biscuit foot rim. 7.26 inch Diameters, 3.29 inch H
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272: 18th Antique Light Blue Glazed Washer USD 2,200 - 2,500

Of flattened globular form rising from a short circular foot rim to a short cylindrical neck terminating to a gently flared lipped rim, the
upper section decorated in shallow relief with a band of ruyi scroll motifs, applied overall save for the base with a translucent light
blue glaze, the base centered with a four-character Qianlong mark. 5.5 inch Diameters, 2.7 inch H

273: Yuan Antique Celadon Glazed Tripod Censer USD 800 - 1,000

The compressed globular body rising from three short tapering legs to a short straight neck and broad everted rim, surmounted by
two handles formed in the shape of twisted ropes, covered overall with a soft pale green glaze. 5.25 inch H, 4.25 inch Diameters

274: 19th Antique White Glazed Maid Pillow Copied Ming Style USD 1,000 - 1,200

Comprising of a pillow formed by a maid lying on her stomach with her head turned to the left, her concave back forming the center
of the pillow, detailed with peaceful expression and hair style, covered overall with an ivory-glaze. 17 inch L

275: Song Antique Yaozhou Ware Buffalo Pillow USD 2,400 - 2,800

Work in the form of a side-way recumbent buffalo with its legs tucked underneath the body, its horned head turned to the left and rest
on its shoulder, its bushy tail swiped to stomach, its back and stomach work slightly concave forming the center of the pillow, cover
overall in an olive green glaze. 7 inch L, 3 inch H

276: Ming Antique Carved Stone Figure Buddha USD 1,200 - 1,800

Finely carved with the Buddha holding an open book, reclining on a four-tiered cushion, the face carved with down cast eyes and a
gentle expression, flanked by pendulous earlobes with circular earrings, wearing a long voluminous robe with intricate floral borders.
12 inch H, 16.55 inch W

277: 19th Antique Shell Inlaid Red Wood Frame Embroidery USD 500 - 800

The wood frame inlaid with variety of auspicious objects and carvings all finely inlaid in shells on a black lacquer ground, framing an
embroidery scene of two long tail birds against flower garden background. 16.6 inch W, 22.6 inch L

278: Group of Japanese Antiques USD 500 - 600

Comprising of six bronze vases of various shapes and colors and three large size of wood lamp stands. 5.75 inch - 48 inch H

279: 19th Antique Pair of Bronze Censers USD 800 - 900

One of compressed spherical form raised on three short feet, rising to a short waisted neck and flat rim with two upright loop
handles, the base with an apocryphal Xuande mark; the second one of globular body supported by three conical feet, the bronze
patinated to a warm brown tone, the base cast with a four-character apocryphal region mark. 1.98-4.23 inch H
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280: Zhou Antique Bronze Tripod Censer USD 3,000 - 3,500

The compressed globular form supported on three cabriole legs, the mid-section inlaid with silver wire with archaistic taotie pattern
interspersed with foliage reserves and a border encircling the narrow recessed waist below the lipped rim, set to either side with
upright handles. 6.25 inch H

281: 19th Antique Bronze Censer with Stand USD 800 - 900

Cast in the form of an archaic bronze square censer vessel, raised on a square pedestal, set with a pair of square archaistic handles,
of dark brown color carved with Yi De mark of Ming period. 3.8 inch H

282: 19th Antique Carved Wood of The Eight Trigrams USD 600 - 800

Of diamond shape, painted in red ground and gilt reticulated wood, carved in the center as a bagua, carved around the surface with
a Buddha sitting on a mythical beast among floral scrolls, suspended on the edge with three strings of white jade pendants with
carved nut beads. 12.5 inch L, 11 inch W

283: Song Antique Style Celadon Pottery Ram USD 600 - 800

Modeled recumbent with its legs tucked underneath, its raised head pierced with a circular aperture to the top, applied overall with a
celadon glaze with brown patches. 5.14 inch L, 4.10 inch H

284: 18th Antique Pair Enameled Porcelain Lanterns USD 14,000 - 15,000

Each lantern of globular section with reticulated walls painted in bright enamels surrounding circular roundels of one red dragon and
one black dragon chasing flaming pearls, the lanterns supported on waisted cylindrical reticulated stands enameled suite. 16.7 inch
H

285: 19th Japanese Antique Group Imari Porcelain USD 500 - 600

Comprising of five small dishes each painted with a central panel of figures, decorated in Imari style in underglaze-blue, enamels and
gilding, the reverse with a continuous band of underglaze-blue scrolling foliage embellished in gilding and with iron-red flowers and
leaves; two small bowls each decorated in imari style with floral and auspicious items within the panels; one large dish with
landscape scene in the middle and auspicious items around the well. 5.27-8.75 inch Diameters

286: 19th Japanese Antique Gold Inlaid Censer USD 1,200 - 1,500

Raised on three short lion head feet, elaborately painted in shades of royal blue, inlaid with golden paint with shishi dog handles and
cover finial, painted on white ground with figural scene against garden landscape background within two large panels on both sides.
16 inch H

287: 18-19th Antique Wucai Beaker Vase USD 800 - 1,000

Modeled after the archaic GU form, the flaring upper register painted with qilin and phoenix playing amidst a garden setting below a
band of cracked-ice pattern encircling the mouth, the blooms borne on leafing stems, the lower section with ruyi and floral scrolls.
17.82 inch H
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288: Ming Antique Wanli Period Exported Large Blue and White USD 800 - 1,000

The circular dish with lobed rim, painted in typical exported style of underglaze-blue with a central cartouche of flowers and fruit
subject, the rim painted with similar flower design. 12.6 inch Diameters

289: Late Ming Antique Large Blue and White Export Dish USD 1,200 - 1,500

The well boldly painted with scholars having a conversation conversing in a landscape, the flaring rim with similar design of scholars
sitting among prunus flower tree, bamboo tree, pine tree, and willow tree. 16.5 inch Diameters

290: Ming Wanli Antique Large Export Blue and White Dish USD 3,500 - 4,000

The interior boldly painted in deep cobalt-blue with a shaped panel encircling a scene of a pair of geese beside a river, framed by
shaped panels enclosing various diaper grounds, surrounded by large floral lappets enclosing further geometric patterns, peaches
and auspicious objects extending over the cavetto and wide flaring rim, the exterior painted with roundels enclosing floral sprays.
19.1 inch Diameters

291: Ming Antique Wanli Period Exported Large Blue and White USD 1,200 - 1,500

Thinly molded with a fluted edge to the canted rim and painted with opposing reserves of flowers and auspicious emblems that
surround a central roundel of a scroll, gourd and garden rock, the reverse also painted with alternating reserves (chips and glaze
fruits to rim, foot chipped). 19 inch Diameters

292: Late Southern Song Antique Celadon Cylindrical Tea Bowl USD 800 - 1,000

Of typical late southern Song design, the tea bowl worked in the form of a cylindrical well, rising from a flat dish with lobbed edges
supported by a flare short foot rim, covered overall in an ocean green glaze suffused with light gray and golden crackles. 5.42 inch
Diameters, 2.36 inch H

293: Liao Antique Dingyao Tea Set with Lotus Lobe USD 2,800 - 3,500

A floriform cup with six lobes forming the rim and canted walls that rise from a circular foot, the creamy colored glaze covering all
surfaces except the foot rim, matching with a similar design cup holder with curled lobed edge. 2.84 inch H

294: Song Antique Green Glazed Tea Set USD 1,800 - 2,200

The deep rounded sides rising from a short straight foot to an everted rim, the exterior covered in a celadon glaze leaving the mouth
rim and foot rim unglazed, fitting with a same color glazed dish holding the cup. 2.53 inch H

295: Qing Qianlong Antique Blue Glazed Zun Copy Archaic USD 2,000 - 2,200

The pear-shaped body rising from a gently spreading foot to a waisted neck with lipped rim, the shoulder encircled with molded
archaic bronze pattern, flanked by a pair of dragon handles, the body mounted with archaistic phoenix and bat patterns together with
archaic bronze pattern, with a Qianlong mark on the base. 12.75 inch H
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296: Ming Antique Wucai Hexagonal Flower and Bird Vase USD 8,000 - 12,000

Of well potted hexagonal section, each face painted in bright colors with a barbed panel alternately enclosing a scene of different
birds surrounded by flowers or plants, the neck with connected scrolls below the lipped rim, inscribed on the base with the
six-character Wanli mark. 8.95 inch H

297: 18th Antique Flambe-glazed Double-Gourd Vase USD 2,200 - 2,800

The compressed globular body rising from a recessed foot to a spherical upper section and waisted neck, divided by a thick twisted
double ropes around the waist, the tassel extended to the lower bulb, covered overall in a turquoise glaze with red bubble patches,
carved with a four-character Yongzheng mark on the base. 13.45 inch H

298: 18th Antique Exported Apple Green Glazed Vase USD 2,200 - 2,800

The pear-shaped body rising from a short spreading foot to a tall waisted neck set with a pair of elephant head handles, the exterior
covered overall in an apple green glaze in the design of bamboo sections, the mouth and foot rim covered by archaistic scrolls,
carved with a six-character Qianlong mark on the base. 11.08 inch H

299: 18th Antique Black Glazed Elephant Handle Vase USD 500 - 600

Of archaistic zun form, the well-proportioned baluster body supported on a short foot and tapering to a straight mouthrim, the neck
flanked by a pair of handles modeled in the form of elephant heads, applied overall with a rich black glaze leaving the foot rim
unglazed, the base remain celadon hue with black and icy crackles. 6.10 inch H

300: Song Antique Southern Ware Olive-Green Glazed Jar with USD 600 - 800

Of ovoid form with a short neck and everted rim, four horizontal pinched handles at the shoulder, the fitted domed cover surmounted
by a loop finial, covered overall with an olive-green glaze suffused with a dark gray and golden crackles. 7 inch H

301: Ming Antique Celadon Glazed Jar and Cover USD 1,800 - 2,200

The baluster body rising from a recessed base to a short straight neck, the shoulder flanked by a pair of loop handles form by leafy
branches, carved around the shoulder with an indented rib, the domed cover similarly decorated and surmounted by a leafy branch
finial, covered overall with celadon color. 8.7 inch H

302: Ming Antique Northern Copied Dingyao White Glazed USD 2,200 - 2,500

The globular body resting on a hollow foot rim, the rim applied with two rows of lines around the rim, the shoulder flanked by a pair of
lion head handles, crisply molded with large poeny flowers on both sides, covered overall save for the unglazed foot ring with an
ivory-toned glaze. 8 inch L, 5 inch H

303: Song Antique Celadon Glazed Ruyao Lobed Brush Washer USD 20,000 - 25,000

The gently rounded fluted sides bound to the middle with a rib and rising from a recessed base, the pale celadon green glaze
suffused with black crackles covering all surfaces. 6.5 inch Diameters
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304: Ming Antique Olive-Green Yaozhou Lotus Fish Dish USD 1,000 - 1,200

Superbly potted, the everted rim curving to form a deep concave groove, the interior deftly carved with a single stylized lotus flower
surrounded by trefoil leaves with fish swimming among them, applied overall in an olive-green glaze pooling to darker tones in the
recessed areas. 8.9 inch Diameters

305: Song Antique Pair 'Yingqing' Lobed Saucer Dishes USD 1,200 - 1,500

Each of the lobed dish with shallow everted sides dividing into six lobes, supported on a short foot, the interior of the shallow
hexagonal dish swiftly incised with a full-bloom lotus borne on a meandering stem, applied with an ivory-tinged glaze. 5.29 inch
Diameters

306: Ming Antique Large Longquan Celadon Dragon Dish USD 1,500 - 1,800

The stoutly potted body with lobed rounded sides rising from a short tapered foot to a broad everted barbed rim, finely carved on the
interior with a double-line medallion enclosing a scaly dragon chasing a flaming pearl, applied overall with an attractive even
olive-green glaze save for an unglazed ring under the base left in the biscuit and burnt orange during firing. 13.9 inch Diameters

307: 19th Antique Southern Ware Copied Song Period Celadon USD 1,000 - 1,200

Of flattened globular form, raised on three lion feet, set with mythical beast carved handles, the reticulated domed cover surmounted
by a Buddhist dog holding a brocade ball finial, decorated with a pair of Buddhist dogs confronting a brocade ball on both sides, the
censer covered overall with a celadon glaze with gray and golden crackles. 11.9 inch H

308: Late Ming Antique Celadon Glazed Ge Type Tripod Censer USD 800 - 1,200

The bombÃ© body supported on three short tapering legs, rising to a short waisted neck set with a pair of upright loop handles at the
rim, covered overall in grayish-green glaze suffused with a network of black and russet crackle. 5.29 inch Diameters, 4.61 inch H

309: Song Antique Celadon Yaozhou Tea Cup USD 500 - 600

The conical cup with flared rim decorated to the interior with four fish swimming amid dense waves, the exterior carved with radiating
flutes, covered overall with an olive-green glaze save for the foot ring. 4.37 inch Diameters

310: Yuan/Ming Antique Junyao Violet Splashed Bowl USD 1,200 - 1,800

The deep conical bowl covered in a thick phase-separated greenish-blue glaze, with one large violet splash to the well and one small
one at the rim, raised on a short biscuit fired foot rim. 6.45 inch Diameters, 2.78 inch H

311: Jin Antique Junyao Bowl USD 1,500 - 1,800

The conical bowl covered in a thick phase-separated glaze of a mottled blue and turquoise hue, thinning to mushroom at the gently
inverted mouth rim, the glaze stopping short of the unglazed foot rim, the interior with a vibrant purple splash. 7 inch Diameters, 3.03
inch H
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312: Song Antique Olive Green Glazed Nan Fang Ware Washer USD 800 - 1,000

Of flattened circular form with inverted rim, the water pot with finely decorated overlapping lotus petals covered overall of olive green
glazes pooling near the foot, revealing the orange base. 5.5 inch Diameters, 3 inch H

313: Song Antique Yaozhou Ware Foo-dog Pillow USD 2,400 - 2,800

Comprising of a porcelain pillow work in the form of two large foo-dog head surrounding a smaller animal playing brocade ball in the
middle, all compressed underneath a flat and slightly concave surface carved with stylist lotus scrolls, cover overall in an olive green
glaze. 7.5 inch L, 4 inch H

314: Liao Antique Dingyao Jar with Cover USD 1,200 - 1,800

Of gently compressed form with rounded sides rising from a hollowed circular foot, the cover of convex dome shape decorated with
small lotus petals, covered in a thick ivory white glaze featuring incised with two tiers of overlapping large lotus petals. 4.9 inch H

315: Song Antique Celadon Glazed Ruyao Tea Set USD 15,000 - 18,000

Thinly potted of short U-shape cup, supported on a low straight solid foot, covered overall in an olive-green glaze suffused with icy
crackles, the cup stand with curved sides rising from a short spreading foot to a broad flaring collar and in-curved rim supporting the
cup. 2.88 Diameters (cup), 7 inch Diameters (stand)

316: Song AntiqueYingqing Lotus Tea Set USD 2,200 - 2,500

The cup with five overlapping swirled petals radiating from upright petals above the foot rim toward the foliage rim of corresponding
form, the saucer of shallow rounded form with a raised convex edge formed as a lotus base with concave rim supporting the cup, the
qingbai glaze of faint greenish white hue. 3.02 inch H

317: Song Antique Southern Ware Tea Set USD 1,200 - 1,500

Thinly potted, the deep rounded well rising into five crisply notched lobes, the saucer with a tall flared foot similarly decorated and
with a central concave base supporting the cup, all cover with pale warm olive-green glaze. 3.65 inch H, 3.87 inch Diameters (cup),
5.14 inch Diameters (dish)

318: Song Olive Green Glazed Water Pot USD 800 - 1,200

The baluster body rising from a recessed base to a broad rounded shoulder and short tapering neck, covered overall in a warm
olive-green glaze suffused with dense ribs around the shoulder, flanked by a pair of loop rings rising form the shoulder. 5.35 inch H

319: 17-18th Antique Black Glazed Bowl USD 400 - 500

The deep rounded sides rising from a slightly tapered foot, with a narrow groove below the rim, covered overall with a lustrous black
glaze suffused with russet streaks, the glaze falling short of the foot. 3.76 inch H, 8.3 inch Diameters
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320: Minguo Copy 18th Antique Large Enameled Bowl USD 800 - 1,000

With deep rounded sides resting on a short foot, the exterior later decorated with enameled eight immortals holding their attributes
on a rich blue ground, the interior glazed in turquoise color, inscribed with six-character Qianlong mark. 10.25 inch Diameters, 5.6
inch H

321: Ming Antique Large Blue and White 'Kraak' Bowl USD 3,500 - 5,000

The steep rounded sides rising to a slightly flared mouth rim, the exterior painted with a cusped panel enclosing flowers and
antique-filled lotus lappets, the interior boldly painted with a central roundel of geese among-st lotus and water weeds, the broad
flaring rim with radiating panels enclosing Precious Objects and peaches. 14.3 inch Diameters, 6.5 inch H

322: 19th Antique Pair Agate Cups USD 800 - 900

Each comprising of rounded sides rising from a short foot to an everted rim, fitted with a rounded inverted dish and a domed cover,
the transparent stone of pale caramel color. 3.67 inch Diameters, 3.16 inch H

323: Antique Pair Ancient Gilt Bronze Belt Buckles USD 900 - 1,000

The first one cast in S-profile and terminating in a dragon-headed hook, the bronze with remnants of gilt, the reverse with a circular
button for fastening, 2.75 inch L; the second one cast in relief as an animal mask resembling a tiger, with feline features and
hollowed spaces for inlaid eyes, a tapering chi long-headed hook rising from the top of its head, the concave underside with a
circular button. 3.45 inch L

324: Late 19th Antique Pink Crystal Maitreya USD 800 - 900

The laughing Maitreya seated with right leg drawn up to support his resting right hand, the left hand bent to support a gourd vessel
and reclining upon his bulging calico bag, his flowing robes left wide open to reveal his swollen belly and protruding nipples, his high
domed bald head flanked by large earlobes, the features finely incised with stippled beard framing the widely smiling mouth. 9.2 inch
H
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